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Nigerian pastor Daniel Ajayi-Adeniran is a missionary to the United
States, with his mission field in the Bronx. The church he represents,
the Redeemed Christian Church of God, began in Nigeria in 1952. lt
has acquired millions of members in Nigeria and boasts a missionary
network with a presence in 100 countries. According to its leadel
the church was "made in heaven, assembled in Nigeria, exported to
the world. " And the Redeemed Church of God is not alone, As secu-
larism and materialism born of the scientific Revolution and modern
life have eroded religious faith in the West, many believers in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America have felt called to reinvigorate a declining
christianity in Europe and North America. ln a remarkable reversal of
an earlier pattern, they now seek to "re-evangelize,, the West, from
which they originally received the faith. After all, more than 60 per-
cent of the world's professing Christians now live outside Europe and
North America, and. within the United States. one in six Catholic
diocesan priests and one in three seminary students are foreign-born.
For example, hundreds of Filipino priests, nuns, and lay workers now
serve churches in the West. "We couldn't just throw up our hands
and see these churches turned into nightclubs or mosques,,, declared
Tokunboh Adeyemo, another Nigerian church leader seeking to min-
ister to an "incrêasingly godless West."1

-fh. early modern era of world history gave birth to two inter-
I secting cultural trends that continue to play out in the twenty-

first century. The first was rhe spread of Christianity to r\sians,
,\fricans, and Native Americans, some of whom no\M seem to be
returning the favor. The second was the emergence of a modern
scientific outlook, which sharply challenged'W'esrern Christianiry
even as it too acquired a global presence.

The Globalization of Christianity
Western Christendom Fragmented:

The Protestant Reformation
Christianity 0utward Bound

Conversion and Adaptation in

Spanish America
An Asian Comparison: China and

the Jesuits

Persistence and Change in
Afro-Asian Cultural Traditions

Expansion and Renewal in the
lslamicWorld

China: New Directions in an Old

Tradition

lndia: Bridging the Hindu/tVuslim
Divide

A New Way of Thinking: The Birth
of Modern Science

The Question of Origins:Why Europe?

Science as Cultural Revolution

Science and Enlightenment

. Looking Ahead: Science in the
Nineteenth Century and Beyond

European Science beyond the West

Reflections: Cultural Borrowing
and lts Hazards

Zooming ln: úrsula de Jesús, an
Afro-Peruvian Slave and
Christian Visionary

Zooming ln: Galileo and the
Telescope: Reflecting on
Science and Religion

Working with Evidence: Global
Christianity in the Early
Modern Era

The Virgin of Guadalupe According to lVexican tradition, a dark-skinned Virgin Mary appeared to an indigenous peasanr
named Juan Diego in 1531, an apparition reflected in this Mexican painting from 1720. tjeliei in the Virgin of õuadalupe rep-
resented the incorporation of catholicism into the emerging culture and identity of Mexico.
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And so, alongside new empires and new pat¡erns of commerce, the early mod-

ern centuries also witnessed novel cultural transformations thât iikewise connected

distant peoples. Riding the currents of European enpire building and commercial

expansion, Christianiry was established solidly in the,\mericas and the Philippines;

far more modestly in Siberia, China, Japan, and India; and hardly at all within the

vast and still-growing domains of Islam. A culturai tradition largely limited to Europe

in 1500 now became a genuine world religion, spawning a multitude of cultural

encounters. 
'While this ancient faith was spreading, a new understanding of the uni-

verse and a new approach to knowledge were taking shape âmong European think-

ers of the Scientific Revolution, giving rise to another kind of cultural encounter-
that between science and religion. Science was a new and competing worldview,

and for some it became almost a new religion. In time, it grew into a defìning fea-

ture of global moderniry, achieving a worldwide âcceptânce that exceeded that of
Christianity or any other religious tradition.

Although Europeans were central players in the globalization of Christianity

and the emergence of modern science, they did not act alone in the cuitural trans-

formations of the earþ modern era. Asian, African, and Native American peoples

largely determined how Christianity would be accepted, rejected, or trânsformed as

it entered new cultural environments. Science emerged within an international and

not simply a European context, and it met varying receptions in different parts of
the world. Islam continued a long pattern of religious expân-

sion and renewal, even as Christianiry began to compete with
it as a world religion. Buddhism maintained its hold in much of
East,\sia, as did Hinduism in South Asia and numerous smaller-

scale religious traditions in Africa. And Europeans themselves

were certainly affected by the many "new worlds" that they

no\ / encountered. The cultural interactions of the early mod-

ern erâ, in short, did not take place on a one-wây street.

to know'

The Globalization of Christianity
Despite its Middle Eastern origins and its earlier presence in many parts of the Afro-

,\sian world, Christianiry was iargely limited to Europe at the beginning of the

early modern era. In 1500, the world of Christendom stretched from Spain and

England in the west to Russia in the east, with small and beleaguered communities

of various kinds in Egypt, Ethiopia, southern India, and Central Asia. Internally,

the Christian world was seriously divided between the Roman Catholics of West-

ern and Centrai Europe and the Eastern Orthodox of Eastern Europe and Russia.

Externâlly, it was very much on the defensive against an expansive Islam. Muslims

had ousted Christian Crusaders from their toeholds in the Holy Land by 1300, and

with the Ottoman seizure of Constantinople in 1453, they had captured the pres-

tigious capital ofEastern Orthodoxy. The Ottoman siege of Vienna in 1'529 marked

a Muslim advance into the heart of Central Europe. Except in Spain and Sicily,

expansion Pat:

AP@ EXAM TIP
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ÀMÀP OF TIME

1453 Ottoman conquest of Constantinople

Life of Guru Nanak; beginning of Sikh tradition

Life of Wang Yangming in China

1498-1547 Life of Mirabai, bhakti poet of tndia

15"t7 Luther's Ninety-Five Theses; beginning of protestant
Reformation

1543 Publication of Copernicus's masterwork about a sun-
centered universe

1545-1563 Council of Trent

1560s Taki Onqoy movement in peru

1582-1610 Matteo Ricciin China

1598 Edict of Nantes proclaiming religious toleration in France

17th century European missionaries expelled from Japan

'1618-1648 Thirty Years'War in Europe

1642-1727 Life of lsaac Newton; culmination of European Scientific
Revolution

18th century European Enlightenment

Early 18th century Missionaries lost favor in the Chinese court
'1740-1818 Wahhabi movement of lslamic reform in Arabia

which had recentþ been reclaimed for Christendom after centuries ofMuslim rule,
the future, it must have seemed, lay with Islam rather than christianiry.

Wes tern Chrístendom F ragtnenteil :
The Pro tes tant Refonnatíon
Às if these were not troubles enough, in the earþ sixteenth century the protestant
Reformation shattered the uniry of Roman catholic christianity, which for the
previous 1,000 years had provided the cultural and organizational foundation ofan
emerging'W'estern European civilization. The Reformation began in r5r7 when a
German priest, Marrin Luther (1483-1546), publicly invited debare abour various
abuses within the Roman catholic church by issuing a document, known as the
Ninery-Five Theses, allegedly nailing it to the door of a church in 'wittenberg. In
itsele this was nothing new, for many people were critical of the luxurious life of
the popes, the corruption and immoraliry of some clergy, the church's selling of

AP..) EXAM TIP



The Protestant Reformation
An engraving of Martin Luther

nailing hls Ninety-Five Theses

to the door of the Wlttenberg

castle church in 1 51 7, thus

launching the Protestant

Reformatìon. (Photo @ Tarker/

Bridgeman lmage$
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Guided Reading
Question

indulgences (said to remove the penalties for sin), and other âspects of church life

and practice.
'What made Luther's protest potentially revolutionary, however, was its theo-

logical basis. A troubled and brooding man anxious about his relationship with God,

Luther had recently come to a new understanding of salvation: he believed that it
came through faith alone. Neither the good works of the sinner nor the sacraments

of the Church had any bearing on the eternal destiny of the soul, for faith was a free

gift of God, graciously granted to his needy and undeserving peopie. To Luther,

the source of these beliefs, and of religious authority in general, was not the teach-

ing of the Church, but the Bible alone, interpreted according to the individual's

conscience. Ail of this challenged the authority of the Church and called into ques-

tion the special position of the clerical hierarchy and of the pope in particular' In

sixreenth-century Europe, this was the stuffof revolution. (See the Snapshot, oppo-

site, for a brief summary of Catholic and Protestant differences.)

Contrary to Luther's original intentions, his ideas provoked a massive schism

within the world of Catholic Christendom, for they came to express a variety of
political, economic, and social tensions as well as religious differences. Some kings

and princes, many of whom had long disputed the politicai authoriry of the pope,

found in these ideas a justification for their own independence and an opportuniry

to gain the lands and taxes previously held by the Church. In the Protestânt ideâ

I CHANGE

ln what ways did the

Protestant Reformation

transform European societY,

culture, and politics?
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SNA.PSHOT CatholidProtestant Differences
in the Sixteenth Century

Catholic Protestant

Religious authority Pope and church hierarchy The Bible, as interpreted by
individual Christians

Role of the pope Ultimate authority in faith
and doctrine

Authority of the pope denied

Ordination of clergy Apostolic succession: direct line
between original apostles and
all subsequently ordained clergy

Apostolic succession denied;
ordination by individual
congregations or denominations

Salvation lmportance of church sacraments
as channels of God's grace

lmportance of faith alone; God's
grace is freely and directly granted
to believers

Status of Mary Highly prominent, ranking jusr
below Jesus; provides constant
intercession for believers

Less prominen! Mary's intercession
on behalf of the faithful den¡ed

Prayer To God, but often through or
with Mary and saints

To God alone; no role for Mary
and saints

Holy Communion Transubstantiation: bread and

wine become the actual body
and blood of Christ

Transubstantiation denied; bread
and wine have a spiritual or
symbolic significance

Role of clergy Priests are generally celibate;
sharp distinction between priests

and laypeople; priests are

mediators between God and
humankind

Ministers may marry; priesthood of
all believers; clergy have different
functions (to preach, administer
sacraments) but no distinct spiritual
status

Role of saints Prominent spiritual exemplars
and intermediaries between
God and humankind

Generally disdained as a source
of idolatry; saints refer to all
Christians

that all vocations were of equal merit, middle-class urban dwellers found a new
religious legitimacy for their growing role in sociery, since the Roman catholic
Church was associated in their eyes with the rural and feudal world of aristocraric
privilege. For common people, who were offended by rhe corruprion and luxuri-
ous living of some bishops, abbots, and popes, rhe new rerigious ideas served to
express their opposition to the entire social order, particularly in a series of German
peasant revolts in the 1520s. Although large numbers of women \¡/ere attracted to
Protestantism, Reformation teachings and practices did not offer them a substan-
tially greater role in the church or society. In protestant-dominated areas, the ven-
eration of Mary and female saints ended, leaving the male christ figure as the sole



Map 15.1
Reformation EuroPe in
the Sixteenth CenturY

The rise of Protestantism

added yet another set of
religious divisions, both

within and between states,

to the world of Christen-

dom, which was already

sharply divided between
the Roman Catholic
Church and the Eastern

Orthodox Church.
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object of worship. Proresranr opposition to celibacy and monastic life closed the

convents, which had offered some women an alternative to marriage. Nor were

Protestants (except the Quakers) any more willing than Catholics to offer women

an ofiìcial role within their churches. The importance that Protestants gave to read-

ing the Bible for oneself stimulated education and literacy for women, but given

the emphasis on women as wives and mothers subject to male supervision, they had

little opportuniry to use that education outside of the family.

I Protestantdominant

E SomeProtestantinfluence

I c"tholic
I EasternOrthodoxChristian

- 
Boundary of the HolyRoman EmPire



Reformation thinking spread quickly both within and beyond Gerrnany, thanks
in large rneasure to the recent invention of the printing press. Luther,s many pan-
phlets and his translation of the New Testament into German were soon widely
available. "God has appointed the [pri'ring] press ro preach, whose voice the pope
is never able to stop," declared one Reformation leacler.2 As the movement spread
to France, Switzerland, England, and elsewhere, it also splintered, amoeba-like,
into a variety of competing Protestant churches-Lutheran, calvinist, Anglican,
Quaker, ,\nabaptist-many of which subsequently subdivided, producing a bewil-
dering array of Protestant denominations. Each was distinctive, but none gave alle-
giance to Rome or the pope.

Thus to the sharp class divisions and the fracturecl polirical sysrem of Europe
was now added the porenr brew of religious difference, operating both within and
between states (see Map 15.1). For more than thirry years (1562-159g), French
society was torn by violence between Catholics and the Protestant minority known
as Huguenors (HYoo-guh-naht). on a single day, August 24, rsj2, carholic mobs
in Paris massacred some 3,000 Huguenots, and tho'sands more perished in provin-
ciai towns i' the weeks that foliowed. Finaily, â war-weary monarch, Henry IV,
issued the Edict of Nantes (nahnt) in 1598, granting a substantial measure of reli-
gious toleration to French Protestants, though with the intention that they would
soon return to the Catholic Church. The culmination of European religious conflict
took shape in the Thirry Years' 'war (1618-164s), a catholic-proresranr srruggle
that began in the Holy Roman Empire bur eventually engurfed most of Europe.
It was a horrendously destrucrive war, during which, scholars estimate, between
15 and 30 percent of the German population perished from violence, famine, or
disease. Finally, the Peace of westphalia (1648) brought the conflict to an end, with
some reshuffling of boundaries and an agreement that each state was sovereign,
authorized to control religious affairs within its own territory. 'W'hatever religious
uniry catholic Europe had once enjoyed was now pernanentþ splintered.

The Protestant breakaway, combined with reformist tendencies within the Cath-
olic church itself, provoked a catholic Reformation, or counrer-Reformation. In
the Council of Trent (1545-1563), Cathoiics clarified and reaflìnned their unique
doctrines and practices, s'ch as rhe aurhoriry of the pope, priestly celibacy, the
veneration of saints and relics, and the importance of church tradirion and goocl
works, all of which Protestants had rejected. Moreover, they set abour correcting
the abuses and corruption tirat had stirnulated the Protestânt movement by piac-
i'g a new e'rphasis on the education of priests and their superwision by bishops. A
crackdown on dissidents included the censorship of books, fines, exile, perrit.rrc.,
and occasionally the burning of heretics. Renewed attention was given to indi-
vidual spiritualiry and personal piety. New religious orclers, such as the Society
ofJesus (Jesuits), provided a dedicated brotherhood of priests commimed ro rhe
renewal of the Catholic Church and its extension abroad.

Although rhe Reformation was profoundly religious, it encouragecl a skeptical
attitude toward ar-rthority and tradition, for it had, after ali, successfully challenged
the immense prestige and power of the pope and the established Church. protestant
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Pay attention to
these political and
social factors that
divided Europe for " '.

centuries.
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Map f 5.2
The Globalization
of Christianity
The growing Christian
presence in Asia, Africa,

and especiallY the Ameri-

cas, combined with older

centers of that faith, gave

the religion derìved from

Jesus a global dimension

:äl.n 
*" early modern

Keep track of the
global changes

over time in the
size of ChristianitY's

influence.

reformers fostered religiours indiviclualism, as people were now encouraged to read

and interpret the scriptures for thenselves and to seek salvation withorrt the meclia-

tion of the Church. In the centuries that foliowed' some people turned that skepti-

cism and the habit of thinking independently against al1 conventional religion'

Thus the Protestant Reformation opened some space for new directions in Euro-

pean intellectual life.
In short, it was a more highly fragmented but also a renewed and revitalized Chris-

tianity that established itself arouncl the world in the several centuries after 1500

(see Map 15.2).
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Chrístíøníty Outwaril Bound

Christianiry motivated European polirical and economic expansion and also ben-
efited from it. The resolutely Catholic Spanish and Portuguese borh viewed rheir
movement overseas as a continuation of a long crusading tradition, which only
recently had completed the liberation of their countries from Muslim conrrol. When
Vasco da Gama's small fleet landed in India in 1498,local authorities understand-
ably asked, "'What brought you hither?" The reply: they had come ,,in search of
Christians and of spices."3 Likewise, Coiumbus, upon arriving in the ,\mericas,
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Guided Reading

Question

expressed the no cloubt sincere hope that the people "might become Christians,"

even âs he pronised his Spanish pattons an abunclant harvest of gold, spice. cotton,

aloe woocl, and slaves.a Neither man sensed any contradiction or hypocrisy in this

blending of religious ancl material concerns.

If religion drove ancl justified European ventures abroad, it is dil1ìcult to imag-

ine the globalization of Christianiry (see Map 15.2) without the support of empire.

Colonial settlers and traders, of course, brought their faith with them and sought

to replicate it in their newly conquered homelands. New England Puritans, for

example, planted a distinctive Protestant version of Christianiry in North Anerica,

with an emphâsis ott education, moral purity, personal conversion, civic responsi-

bility, and little tolerance for cornpeting expressions of the faith. They did not show

much interest in converting nâtive peoples but sought rather to push them out of
their ancestral territories. It was missionaries, rlostly Catholic, who actively spread

the Christian rressage beyoncl European conmunities. Organized in rnissionary

orders such as the Dominicans, Franciscans, and Jesuits, Portugurese nissiouaries

took the lead in Africa and Asia, while Spanish and French missionaries were most

prominent in the Americas. Missionaries of the Russian Orthodox Church likewise

accorlpaniecl the expansion of the Russian Empire across Siberia, where priests and

monks ministered to Russian settlers and trappers, who often donated their fìrst

sable íurs to a church or mor-Iastery.

Missionaries had their greatest success in Spanish America ancl in the Philippines,

areas that shared two critical eiements beyond their colonization by Spain. Most

ir-nportant, perhaps, was an over-whelming European presence, experienced variously

as military conquest, colonial settlement, missionary activity, forced labor, social

clisruprion, and disease. Surely it mllst hâve seemed as if the old gods had been bestecl

ancl that any possible future lay with the powerful religion of the Eutopean invaders.

A second comûron factor was the absence of a literate wor'lcl religion in these two

regions. Throughout the moclern erâ, peoples solidly rooted in Confucian, Bucldhist,

Hindu, or Islamic traditions provecl far more resistant to the Christian message than

those who practiced more localized, small-scale, orally based religions. (See Working

with Eviclence, page 679, for images illustrating the global spreacl of Christianiry.)

wr¿riliitfil{,¡lj
How was European imPerial

expansion related to the

spread of ChristianitY?

r@
Past AP@ exams

have asked ques-

tions about meth-
ods of conversion to
Christianity in Latin

America, so pay

attention here!

Guided Reading

Question

,q& ¡ 1rt j¡li ¡ liíill

ln what ways was EuroPean

Christianity assimilated into

the Native American cul-

tures of Spanish America?

Conversíon an¡l Adøptøtíon ín Spønísh Amerícø

Spanish America and China illustrate the difference between those societies in which

Christianiry became widely practiced ancl those that largely rejected it. Both cases,

however, represent major cultural encounters of a kind that was becoming more

frequent as European expansion brought the Christian faith to distant peoples with

very different cultural traclitions.

The decisive conqllesr of the Aztec and Inca empires and ail that followecl from

it - disease, population collapse, loss ofland to Europe ans, forced 1abor, resettlement

into rnore compact villages-created a setting in which the religion of the victors

took hold in Spanish American colonies. Europeans saw their political and rnilitary

sLrccess as ¿r demonstration of the power of the Christian God. Native American
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peoples generally agreed, and by 1700 or earlier rhe vasr majoriry had been bap-
tized and saw themselves in some respects as Christians. After all, other conquerors
such as the Aztecs and the Incas had always imposed their gods in some fashion on
defeated peoples. So it made sense, both practically and spiritually, to afiìliate with
the Europeans' God, saints, rites, and rituals. Many millions accepted baptism, con-
tributed to the construction of village churches, attended services, and embraced
images of saints. Despite the prominence of the Virgin Mary as a religious figure
across Latin America, the cost of conversion was high, especia\ for women. Many
women, who had long served as priests, shamans, or ritual specialists, had no cor-
responding role in a Catholic church, led by an all-male clergy. And, with a few
exceptions, convent life, which had provided some outlet for female authoriry and
education in Catholic Europe, was reserved largely for Spanish women in the
Americas. (See Zooming In: Úrsula deJesús, page 654, for an exception.)

Earlier conquerors had made no attempt to eradicate local deities and religious
practices. The flexibility and inclusiveness of Mesoamerican and Andean religions
had made it possible for subject people to accoûunodate the gods of their new rulers
while maintaining their own traditions. But Europeans were different. They claimed
an exclusive religious truth and sought the utter destruction oflocal gods and every-
thing associated with them. Operating within a Spanish colonial regime that actively
encouraged conversion, missionaries often proceeded by persuasion and patient teach-
ing. At times, though, their frustration with the persistence of "idolatry, supersririon,

Andean Christianity
ln 1 753, Marcos Zapata, a native Peruvian artist trained in European techniques, painted this rendering of Jesus' Last

Supper with hiq disciples, which included a number of Andean elements. The central dish on the table was a roasted
guinea pig, a trêditional sacrificial animal, while a local fermented corn drink called cåicha was also part of the meal.
Side dishes featured pomegranates, a Eurasian fruit brought to Peru by the Columbian exchange symbolizing the
passion of Chrif. Afthe bottom right, looking away from Jòsus whlle grasping a money bag, is thè figure oiJudas,
painted, some say, to resemble Francisco Pizarro, the Spanish conqueror of the lnca Empire, (@ yadid Levy/age fotostock)



her life. There Úrsula found a A wealthy white Peruviân woman decisively away from her earlier

place for herself in the world of and her Afücan slave. vain and selÊcentered ways and

colonial Peru and Latin American embraced an ever-deepening spiri-

Christianiry-but not easily or immediately.s tualiry. She sold her lovely clothes, devoted every spare

For the next quatter of a century, Úrsula was one moment to prâyer, and sought out the most onerous

of more than a hunclred slaves in the convent, whele tasks such as caring for contagious patients and washing

she atended to the personal needs of her mistress and soiled garments. She took to whipping henelf rwice

participated in communal labor-cooking, cleaning, daily, wearing a coarse and painful hair shirt, and plac-

and attending rhe sick. In the convent, as in the larger ing a crown of thorns beneath her hair. In Catholic

society, Únula was at the bottom of the social ladder 
photo: Fnits oJ pøt,peinti'g by vinceûre Alban, r783lThe cranger couection,

as nuns, novices, and doñadas (religious laylvomen) all Nyc-All .igl't,,","*"d

t
I I rsula de Iesús was born in the
(J prorp.rous Spanish colonial

city of Lima, Peru, in 1606, the

daughter of a slave mother. Thus

she entered life at the lowest rung

of Spanish colonial society. But
anong enslaved people, Úrsula was

fortunate. Her mother's owner

was a wealthy aristocratic womân,

and at age eight Úrsula was sent to

live in the hone of another elite

woman with a reputation for piety

and religious visions. Five years

later, Úrsula accompanied a third
woman into the Convent of Santa

Clara, where she spent the rest of

You should know
examples of resis-

tance to forced cul-

tural conversions in

history.

Úrsula de Jesús, an Afro-Peruvian
Slave and Christian Visionary

enjoyed a higher status. But the

wealth of her mistress or perhaps

her orvn day labor allowed her to
dress well and to elevate herself

above common slaves. She later

noted that she went about "beau-

tifully adomed from head to toe."
She recalled, "l used to wear fancy

clothes ancl parade about the

choir."
The year 1642 narked a dra-

matic turning point in Úrsula's

life, when she almost fell inco a

deep well. Crediting her deliver-
ance from certain death to the

Virgin of Carmen, Úrsula turned

and error" boiled over into violent campaigns designed to uproot old religions once

and for all. In 1535, the bishop of Mexico proudly claimed that he had destroyed

500 pagan shrines and 20,000 idols. During the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries, church authorities in the Andean region periodically launched move-

ments of "extirpation," designed to fatally undermine native religion. They destroyed

religious images and ritual objects, publicly urinated on native "idols," desecrated

the remains of ancestors, flogged "idolaters," and held religious trials and "proces-

sions of shame" aimed at humiliating offenders.

It is hardly surprising that such aggressive action generated resistance. Writing
around 1600, the native Peruvian nobleman Guaman Poma de Ayala commented

on the posture of native women toward Christianiry: "They do not confess; they

APC'EXAM TIP
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religious thinking of the tirne, such "morrification" of
the body served to enhance identifìcation withJesus'
suffering.

Úrsula's new religious fervor incurred the displeasure

of her mistress, who felt neglected by her slave. By 1645,
a deeply unhappy Úrsula determined to leave the con-
vent and find a new owner. Then one ofthe nuns,
hoping to retain her pious serwices, purchased Úrsula's
freedom. Nonetheless, Úrsula chose to stay in the con-
vent as a doñada. Doing so represented a modest elevation
in her social stâtus, an opportuniry to pursue her spiritual
life with fewer restrictions, and a lneasure of social and
economic security.

Still, she continued to perfonn the same exhausting
tasks she had as a slave and corrplained frequently about
them. "I was up to my ears with cooking and other
things," she confìded to her diary, "desiring only to be

in the mountains where there are no people." Even as

she struggled with the restrictions of her position in the
convent, Únula enhanced her reputation as a "servant of
God," a woman of extraordinary devotion and humility,
and as a visionary and a mystic.

In her diary, Úrsula recounted numerous direct
encounters with God, Jesus, Mary, and wirh dead souls

seeking her intervention to shorten their time in the
purifying fires of purgatory. These visions frequentþ
reflected the tensions of class, race, and position within
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the convent and in the larger sociery. Several priests,

suffering in purgâtory for their sexual sins, luxurious
living, and mistrearment of slaves, appealed to Úrsula.
So too did nuns who had been lax in their spiritual
practices or placed their business interests above their
religious duties. Úrsula had a special concern for rhe

female slaves and servants who asked for her intercession.

One feared becoming an "orphan" in purgatory with
no one to remember her. Another confessed to a lesbian
love affair with a nun. Although Úrsula once quesrioned
"whether black women went to heaven," it was later
revealed to her as an abode of"great harmony," but not
of social equality, for "everyone had their place . . . in
accordance with their standing and the obligations of
their class." By the end of her liG, however, Úrsula was

able to affirm the spiritual equalicy of all. "In memory,
understanding, and will," she declared, "they þlacks and

whites] are all one."
'When Úrsula died in 1666, a prominent nun con-

firmed that she had entered Heaven directly, with no
intervening time in purgatory. Her funeral was attended
by many high offìcials of both srare and church, and she

was buried beneath the chapel ofrhe convent she had

served.

Question: To what extent did úrsula shape her own life, and in

what way was it shaped by larger historical forces?

do not attend catechism classes . . . nor do they go to mass. . . . ,tnd resuming their
ancient customs and idolatry, they do not want to se¡ve God or the crown."6 Occa-
sionally, overt resistânce erupted. One such exâmple wâs the religious revivalist
movement in central Peru in the 1560s, known as Taki Onqoy (dancing sickness).
Possessed by the spirits oflocal gods, or huacas, traveling dancers and teâchers pre-
dicted that an alliance of Andean deities would soon overcome the Christian God,
inflict the intruding Europeans with the same diseases rhat they had brought to the
Americas, and restore the world of the Andes to an imagined earlier hannony. They
called on native peoples to cut offall contact with the Spanish, ro reject Christian
worship, and to return to traditional practices. "The world has turned about," one
member declared, "and this time God and the Spaniards fwill be] defeared and all
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the Spaniards killed ancl their cities drowned; and the sea will rise and overwhelm

them, so that there will remain no memory of them."7

More cornmon than such frontal attacks on Christianity, which coionial author-

ities qr,rickly smashed, were efforts at biending two religious traditions. reinterpret-

ing Christian practices witirin an Andean fi'amework, and incorporating local ele-

ments into an emerging Andean Christianity. Even female dancers in the Taki

Onqoy movement sonretimes took the names of Christian saints, seeking to appro-

priate for themselves the religious power of Christian fìgures. Within Andean Chris-

tian communities, women might offer the blood of a llama to strengthen a village

church or make a cloth covering for the Virgin Mary and a shirt for an image of a

huaca with the same material. Although the state cults of the Incas faded away, rnis-

sionary attacks did not succeed in eliminating the infl.uence of local huacas. Images

and holy sites might be destroyed, but the souls of the huacas remained, and their

representatives gained prestige. One resilient Andean resident inquired of a Jesuit
missionary: "Father, are you tired of taking our iclols from us? Take awây that

mountain if you can, since that is the God I worship."s

In Mexico as well, an immigrant Christianicy was assimilated into pâtterns of
local culture. Parishes were organized largely around precolonial towns or regions.

Churches built on or near the sites of o1d temples became the focus of community

identity. CoJradias, church-based associations of laypeople, organized communiry

processions and festivals and made provisions for proper funerals and burials for
their members. Central to an emerging Mexican Christianiry were the saints who

closely paralleled the functions of precolonial gods. Saints were imagined as parents

of the local communiry ancl the true owners of its land, and their images were

paraded through the streets on the occasion of great feasts and were collected by

individual households. Mexico's Virgin of Guadalupe neatly combined both Meso-

american and Spanish notions of Divine Motherhood (see the chapter-opening

photo on prye 642). Although parish priests were almost always Spanish, the fscal,
or leader of the church staff, was a native Christian of great local prestige, who car-

ried on the traditions and role ofearlier religious specialists.

Throughout the colonial period and beyond, many Mexican Christians also

took part in rituals derived from the past, with litt1e sense of incompatibility with
Christian practice. Incantations to various gods for good fortune in hunting, farm-

ing, or healing; sacrifices of selÊbleeding; offerings to the sun; divination; the use

of hallucinogenic drugs-a1l of these practices provided spiritual assistance in those

areas of everyday life not directly addressed by Christian rites. Conversely, these

practices also showed signs of Christian influence. Wax candles, normally usecl in
Christian services, might now appear in front of a stone image of a precoionial god.

The anger of a neglected saint, rather than that of a traditional god, might explain

someone's illness and require offerings, celebration, or a new covering to regain his

or her favor. In such ways did Christianiry take root in the new cultural environ-

ments of Spanish America, but it was a distinctly Andean or Mexican Christianity,

not merely a copy of the Spanish version.



An Asíøn Comparíson: Chínø and the Jesuíts
The Chinese encounter with Christianity was very different from that of Native
Americans in Spain's New'World empire. The most obvious difference was the
political context. The peoples of Spanish America had been defeated, their societies

thoroughly disrupted, ancl their cultural confidence sorely shaken. China, on rhe
other hand, encountered European Christianiry between the sixteenth and eigh-
teenth centuries during the powerful and prosperous Ming (1368-1644) and Qing
(1644-1912) dynasties. Although the transition between these two dynasties occa-
sioned several decades of internal conflict, at no point was China's poiitical inde-
pendence or cultural integriry threatened by the handful of European missionaries

and traders working there.
The realiry of a strong, independent, confident China required a different mis-

sionary strategy, for Europeans needed the permission of Chinese authorities to
operate in the country. 'Whereas Spanish missionaries working in a colonial setting
sought primarily to convert the masses, the leading missionary order in China, the

Jesuits, took deliberare aim ar rhe ofiìcial Chinese elite. Following the example of
their most famous missionary, Matteo Ricci (in China 1582-1610), manyJesuits
learnecl Chinese, became thoroughly acquainted with classical Confucian texts, and
dressed like Chinese scholars. Initially, they downplayed their mission to convert
and instead emphasized their interest in exchanging ideas and learning fi'om China's
ancient culture. As highly eclucated men, theJesuits carried the recent secular knowl-
edge of Europe-science, technology, geography, rnapmaking-to an audience

of curious Chinese scholars. In presenting Christian teachings, Jesuits were at pains
to be respectful of Chinese culture, pointing or-rt parallels between Confucianism
and Christianity rather than portraying it as something new and foreign. They
chose to define Chinese rituals honoring the emperor or venerating ancestors as

secular or civil observances rather than as religious practices that had to be aban-
doned. Such efforts to âccoûrmodate Chinese culture contrâst sharply with the
frontal attacks on Native American religions in the Spanish Ernpire undertaken by
many missionaries.

The religious and cultural outcomes of the missionâry enterprise likewise diÊ
fered greatly in the two regions. Nothing approaching mass conversion to Chris-
tianiry took place in China, as it had in Latin ,\merica. During the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, a modest number of Chinese scholars and ollicials did become
Christians, attracted by the personal lives of the missionaries, by their interesr in
'Western science, and by the moral certainty that Christianiry offerecl. Jesuit mis-
sionaries founcl favor for a time at the Chinese imperial court, where their mathe-
matical, astronomical, technological, and mapmaking skills rendered them useful.
For more than a century, they were appointed to head the Chinese Bureau of
Astronomy. Among ordinary people, Christianity spread very modestly amid tales

ofmiracles attributed to the Christian God, while missionary teachings about "eter-
nal life" sounded to some like Daoist prescriptions for immortality. At rnost, though,
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Jesuits in China

ln this seventeenth-century Dutch engraving, two Jesu¡t missionaries

hold a map of China, Their mapmaking skills were among the rea-

sons that the Jesuits were initially welcomed among the educated

elite of that country. (Frontispiece Iengravingì from China Monumentßby

Athanasius Kircher, 1667/Prlvate Collection/Bridgeman lmaget

' missionary efforts over the course of some 250

years (1550-1800) resulted in 200,000 to 300,000

converts, a minuscule number in a Chinese pop-
ulation approaching 300 million by 1800. What
explains the very limited acceptance of Chris-
tianity in earþ modern China?

Funclamentally, the missionaries offered little
that the Chinese really wanted. Confucianism
for the elites and Buddhism, Daoism, and a mul-
titude of Chinese gods and spirits at the local level

adequately supplied the spiritual neecls of most

Chinese. Furthermore, it became increasingly

clear that Christianiry \Mas an all-or-nothing faith
that required converts to abandon much of tra-
clitional Chinese culture. Christian monogamy,

for example, seemed to require Chinese men to

put a\May their concubines. What would happen

to these desertecl women?
By the earþ eighteenth century, the papacy

and competing missionary orders came to oppose

theJesuit policy of accommodation. The pope claimed âuthoriry over Chinese Chris-
tians and declared that sacrifices to Confucius and the veneration of ancestors were
"idolatry" and thus forbidden to Christians. The pope's pronouncements represented

an unacceptable challenge to the authority of the emperor and an aflront to Chinese

culture. ln 17 15, an outraged Emperor Kangxi wrote:

I ask myself how these uncultivated'Westerners dare to speak of the great pre-

cepts of Chira.... [T]heir doctrine is of the same kind as the little heresies of
the Buddhist and Taoist monks. . . . These are the greatest absurdities that have

ever been seen. As from now I forbicl the 'Westerners to spread their doctrine

in China; that will spâre us a lot of trouble.e

This represented a major turning point in the relationship of Christian missionaries

and Chinese society. Many were subsequently expelled, ancl missionaries lost favor

at court.
In other ways as well, missionaries played into the hands of their Chinese oppo-

nents. Their willingness to work r-rnder the Manchurian Qing dynasty, which came
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to power in 1644, discreclited them with those Chinese scholars who viewed the

Qing as uncivilized foreigners and their rule in China as disgraceful and illegitimate.
Missionaries' reputation as miracle workers further damaged their stânding as men
of science and rationality, for elite Chinese often regarded miracles and supernatural
religion as superstitions, fìt only for the uneducatecl masses. Some viewed che Chris-
tian r-itual of Holy Communion as a kind of cannibalism. Others came to see mis-
sionades as potentiaJly subversive, for various Christian groups met in secret, and such

religious sects hâd often provided the basis for peasarlt rebellion. Nor dicl it escape

Chinese notice that European Christians had taken over the Philippines and that their
warships were active in the Indian Ocean. Perhaps the missionaries, with their great
interest in maps, were spies for these aggressive foreigners. Al1 of this contributed to
the gerrelal failule of Christianicy to secure a prorrrirrerrt presence in China.

Persistence and Change in
Afro-Asian Cultural Traditions
Although Europeans were central players in the globalization of Christianiry, theirs
was not the only expanding or transformed culture of the early modern era. Afri-
can religious ideas and practices, for example, accompanied slaves to the Americas.
Common African forms of religious revelation-divination, dream interpretation,
visions, spirit possession-found a place in the Africanized versions of Christianiry
that emerged in the New World. Europeans frequentiy perceived these practices as

evidence of sorcery, witchcraft, or even devil worship and tried to suppress them.
Nonetheless, syncretic (blended) religions such as Vodou in Haiti, Santeria in Cuba,
and Candomblé and Macumba in Ilrazil persisted. They derived from various'West
African traditions and featured drumming, ritual dancing, animal sacrifice, and
spirit possession. Over time, they incorporated Christian beließ and practices such
as chnrch attendance, the search for salvation, and the use ofcandles and crucifixes
and often identified their various spirits or deities with Catholic saints.

Expansíon an¡l Renewal ín the IslamícWorld
The early modern era likewise witnessecl the continuation of the "long march of
Islan" across the Afro-Asian world. In sub-Saharan Africa, in the eastern and west-
ern wings of India, and in Central and Southeast Asia, the expansion of the Islamic
frontier, a process already a thousand years in the making, extended farther still.
Conversion to Islam generally did not mean a sudden abandonment of old religious
practices in favor of the new. Rather, it was more often a matter of "assimilating
Islamic rituals, cosmologies, and literatures into . . . local religious systerns."r0

Continued Islamization was not usually the product of conquering armies and
expanding.empires. It clepended instead on wandering Muslim holy men or Sufis,

Islamic scholars, and itinerant traders, none of whom posecl a threat to local rulers.
In fact, such people often were useñll to those rulers and their village communities.

l@
Compare these
"blended" forms
of Afro-Asian Chris-

tianity with those
developed by native
believers in Latin
America.
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They offerecl literacy in Arabic, establisheci informal schools, provided protective

chamrs containing passâges fi'om the Quran, ser-ved as advisers to local allthorities
and healers to the sick, often intermarried with local people, and generally clicl not
insist that new converts give up their older practices. What they offered, in short,

was connection to the wider, prestigious, prosperolls world of Islam. Islamization

extended moclestly even to the Americas, where ensiaved African Muslims prac-

ticecl their faith in North America, particulârly in Brazil, where Muslims led â nurr-
ber of slave revolts in the early nineteenth cerìtuly. (See Zoorning In: Ayuba Sulei-

man Diallo in Chapter 14, page 630.)

The islands of Southeast Asia illustrate the cliversity of belief and practice that

accompanied the spread of Islam in the early moclern era. l)uring the seventeenth

century in Aceh, a Muslim suitanate on the northern tip of Surnatra, authorities

sought to enforce the clietary codes ancl almsgiving practices of Islamic law. After
four successive wonlen ruled the area in the late seventeenth centLlry, women were

forbidden fi'orn exercising political power. On Muslim Java, however, nllmeroLls

women served in royal coLlrts, and women throughout Inclonesia continued their
longtime role as buyers and sellers in local markets. Among ordinaryJavanese, tra-
clitional animistic practices of spirit worship coexisted easily with a tolerant and

accomlrroclating Islam, while rnerchants often embraced a lrore orthodox versiou

of the religion in line with Middle Eastern traditions.

To such orthoclox Muslims, religious syncretism, which accompanied Islamiza-

tion aimost everywhere, became increasingly oflensive, even heretical. Such senti-

ments played an irnportant role in rnoveûrents of religious renewal and reform that

emerged throughout the vast Islamic world of the eighteenth century. The leaclers

of such ûrovements sharply criticized those practices that clepârted fi'om earlier pat-

terns establishecl by Muhammacl and from the ar'rthority of the Quran. For exarlple,

in Inclia, which was governed by the Muslim MughaÌ Empire, religior"rs resistance

to ol1ìcial policies that accommodated Hindus founci concrete expression during

the reign of the emperorAurangzeb (r. 1658-1707) þee Chapter 13, page 581). A
series of religious wars in 'W'est Africa during the eighteenth ancl early nineteenth

centuries took aim at corrupt Islamic practices and the rulers, Muslim and non-
Muslim alike, who permittecl them. In Southeast and Central Asia, tension grew

between practitioners of localized and blencled versions of Islam anc{ those who

sought to puri$z such practices in the name of a more alrthentic and universal faith.

The rnost well-known and widely visible of these Islamic renewal movements

took place during the mid-eighteenth centlrry in Arabia itself, where the religion

had been born more than 1,000 years ear-lier. This movement originated in the

teachings of the Islamic scholar Muhammacl Ibn Abd al-'Wahhab (1703-171)2). The
growing cliflìculties of the Islamic world, such as the weakening of the Ottoman
Empire, were clirectly related, he arguecl, to deviations from the pure faith of early

Islam. Al--Wahhab was particulârly upset by common religious practices in central

Arabia that seemed to him idolatry-the widespread veneration of Sufì saints and

their tombs, the adoration of natural sites, ancl even the respect paid to Muhammad's
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tomb at Medina. Al1 of this was a dilution of the abso-
lute monotheism of authentic Islam.

The Wahhabi movement took a new turn in the
1740s when it received the polirical backing ofMuham-
mad Ibn Saud, a local ruler who found al-Wahhab's
ideas compelling. With Ibn Saud's supporr, the reli-
gious movement becâme an expansive state in central
Arabia. \Vithin that stare, offending rombs were razed;
"idols" were eliminated; books on logic were destroyed;
the use of tobacco, hashish, and musical instruments
was forbidden; and certain taxes not authorized by
religious teaching were abolished.

Al-Wahhab's ideas about the role of women have
attracted considerable attention in light of the highly
restrictive prâctices of 'Wahhabi 

Islam in contempo-
rary Saudi Arabia. He did on one occasion reluctantly
authorize the stoning of a woman who persisted in an

adulterous sexual relationship after numerous warn-
ings, but more generally he emphasized the rights of
women within a patriarchal Islamic framework. These
included the right to consent to and stipulate condi- Map 15,3 The Expansion of Wahhabi lslam
tions for a marriage, to control her dowry, to divorce, From its base in central Arabia, the Wahhabi movement rep-

and to engage in commerce. Such rights, long embed- resented a challenge to the Ottoman Empire, while its ideas

ded in Islarnic law, had apparently been forgott.n o,. 
t'bttouently spread widely within the Islamic world

ignored in eighteenth-century Arabia. Furrhermore, he did nor insist on head-to-
toe covering of wonen in public and allowed for the mixing of unrelated men and
wolnen for business or medical purposes.

By the early nineteenth century, this new refonrrist state encompassed much of
central Arabia, with Mecca itself coming under'wahhabi control in 1803 (see Map
15.3). Although an Egyptian âr'y broke the power of the wahhabis in 1818, the
movement's influence continued to spread across the Islamic world. Together with
the ongoing expansion of the religion, these movements of reform and renewal
signaled the continuing cultural vitality of the "abode of Islam," even âs the Euro-
pean presence on the world stage assumed larger dimensions. In the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, such movements persisted and became associated with resis-
tance to the political, military, and cultural inrrusion of the European'wesr into the
affairs of the Islamic world.

Chínø: New Dírectíons ín an OlilTiadítíon
Neither China nor India experiencecl cultural or religious change as dramatic as that
of the Reformation in Europe, nor did confucian or Hindu culrures during rhe
early rnodern era spread widely, as did christianiry and Islam. Nonetheless, neither

elements of the
Wahhabi move-
ment within lslam.
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Guided Reading

Question

of these traditions remainecl static. As in Christian Europe, challenges to established

orthodoxies in China and India emerged as comntercial ancl urban life, as well as

political change, fostered new thinking.
China during rhe Ming and Qing dynasties continued to operate broaclly within

a Confucian frallework, enriched now by the insights of Bucldhisrn and I)aoism

to generate a system of thought callecl Neo-Confucianism. Chinese Ming dynasty

rulers, in their aversioll to the clespised Mongols, eml¡racecl ancl actively supportecl

this native Confucian tradition, whereas the foreign Manchri or Qing rulers clid so

to woo Chinese intellectuals to stlpport the new dynasty. Within this context, a

considerable amoLint of controversy, debate, and new thinking emerged during the

earþ modern era.

During late Ming times, for example, the influential thinker Wang Yangming

(1472-1.529) argued that "intuitive moraÌ knowledge exists in people . . . even rob-

bers know that they should not rob."rr Thus anyone could achieve a virtuous life

by introspecrion and contemplation, without the extendecl eclucation, str-rcly of clas-

sical texts, and constant striving for improvement that traditional Confucianism ple-

scribed for an elite class of "gentlemen." Such ideas figured prominently among

Confucian scholars of the sixteenth centllry, although critics later contended thât

such thinking promotecl an excessive individualism. They also argued that Wang

Yangming's ideas had undermined the Ming dynasry and contributed to China's

conquest by the foreign Manchus. Some Chinese Buddhists as well sought to make

their religion more accessible to ordinary people, by sr-rggesting that laypeople at

home could undertake prâctices similar to those performed by monks itr monaster-

ies. Withdrawal from the world was not necessary for enlightenment. This kind of
moral or religious inclividualism bore some similarity to the thinking of Martin

Luther, who argued that inclividuals could seek salvation by "faith a1one," without

the assistance of a priestly hierarchy.

Another new direction in Chinese elite culture took shâpe in a movement

known as kaozhetry, or "research based on evidence." Intendecl to "seek truth from

facts," kaozheng was critical of the unfotinded speculation of conventionâl Confu-

cian philosophy and instead emphasized the importance of verificâtion, precision.

accuracy, and rigorous analysis in all fields of inquiry. During the late Ming years,

this emphasis generated works dealing with agriclllture, rrledicille, pharmacology,

botany, craft techniqlles, and tnore. In the Qing era, kaozheng was associated with
the recovery and critical analysis of ancient historical documents, which sometimes

led to sharp criticism of Neo-Confucian orthodoxy. It was a genuinely scientifìc

approach to knowleclge, but it was applied lrlore to the study of the past than to the

natural woricl of astronomy, physics, or ânatomy, which was the focus in the West.
'While 

such mamers occllpied the intellectual elite of China, in the cities a lively

popular culture ernerged airrong the less ecù-rcatecl. For city-dwellers, plays, paint-

ings, short srories, and especialiy novels provided diversion and entertainnent that

were â step up from what could be found in teahouses ancl wineshops. Numerous

"how-to" paintiirg manuals allowed a larger public to pâ1'ticipate in this favorite

ffi f_ ï-#\þt6F

What kinds of cultural

changes occurred in China

and lndia durlng the early

modern era?
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Confucianism. List

the ways in which it
differed from tradi-
tional Confucianism
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chinese art form. Even though confucian schorars disdained popular fiction, a
vigorous printing indusrry responded to the growing demand for exciting novels.
The most famous was cao Xueqin's mid-eighteenth-century novel The Dream of
the Red Chamber, a huge book that contained 120 chapters and some 400 characrers,
most of them women. It explored the social life of an eighteenth-century elite
family with connections to the Chinese court.

Inilíø: Brídgíng the Híndu/Muslím Díuíde
In a largely Hindu India, ruled by the Muslim Mughal Empire, several significant
cultural departures took shape in the early modern era that brought Hindus and
Muslims together in new forms of religious expression. At the level of elite culture,
the Mughal ruler ,\kbar forrnulatecl a state cult that combined elements of Islam,
Hinduism, andZoroastrianism (see chapter 13, page 581). The Mughal courr also
enrbraced Renaissance christian art, and soon nurals featuring Jesus, Mary, and
christian saints appeared on the walls ofpalaces, garden pavilions, and harems. The
court also cotnmissioned a prominent Sufi spiritual master to compose an illustrated
book describing various Hindu yoga posrures. Intended ro bring this Hindu tradi-
tion into Islamic Sufi practice, rhe book, known as the ocean of Ltfe, portrayed
some of the yogis in a Christ-like fashion.

'Within popular cukure, the flourishing
of a devotional form of Hinduism known as

bhal<ti also bridged the gulf separating Hindu
and Muslim. Through songs, prayers, dances,
poetry, and rituals, devotees sought to achieve
union with one or another of India's many
deities. Appealing especially ro women, rhe
bhakti movement providecl an avenue for
social criticism. Its practitioners often set aside

caste distinctions ancl disregarded the detailed
rituals of the Ilrahmin priests in favor of
direct contact with the Divine. This empha-
sis had much in common with mystical Sufi
forms of Islam and helped blur the disrinc-
tion between these two traditions in India.

Arnong rhe mosr beloved of bhakti
poets was Mirabai (1498-1547), a high-caste
woûlan fi'om northern India who abandonecl
her upper-class farnily and conventional
Hindu practice. Upon her husband's death,

Take notes on
attempts to connect
Hindu and Muslim
beliefs in South Asia
in this era.

tradition asserts, she declined to burn herseif Guru Nanak

onhisfuneralpyre(apracticeknownassatl. IhispaintinqshowsaseatedGuruNanak,thefounderofSikhism,disputingwithfour

She further offendeá casre resrrictions by iiå:lå9#[*,li'll*j:llli Librar¡ London, uK/@ British Librarv Board Arr Rishts
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taking as her guru (religious teacher) an old untouchable shoemaker. To visit him,

she apparently tied her saris together and climbed down the castle walls at night'

Then she would wash his aged feet and drink the water from these ablutions' Much

of her poetry deals with her yearning for union with Krishna, a Hindu deiry she

regarded as her husband, lover, and lord. She wrote:

What I paid was my social body, my town body, my family body' and all my

inherited jewels. Mirabai says: The Dark one fl{rishna] is my husband now'12

Yet another major cultural change chat blended Islam and Hinduism emerged

with the growrh of Sikhism as a new and distinctive religious tradition in the

Punjab region of northern India. Its founder, Guru Nanak (1469-t539), had been

involved in the bhakti rnovement but came to believe that "there is no Hindu;

there is no Musiim; only God." His teachings and those of subsequent gurus also

generally ignored caste distinctions and untor.rchability and ended the seclusion of

\Ã/omen, while proclaiming the "brotherhood of all mankind" as well as the essen-

tial equality of men and women. Drawing converts from Pun¡abi peasants and

merchants, both Muslim and Hindu, the Sikhs gradually became a separate reli-

gious communiry. They developed their own sacred book, known as the Guru

ô.rrrth (teacher book); created a centrâl place of worship and pilgrimage in the

Golden Temple of Amritsar; and prescribed certain dress requirements for men,

including keeping hair and beards Llncut, wearing a turban, and carrying a short

sword. During the seventeenth century, Sikhs encountered

hostility from both the Mughal Empire and some of their

Hindu neighbors. In response, Sikhism evolved from a peace-

ful religious movement, blending Hindu and Muslim ele-

ments, into a militant communiry whose military skills were

highly valued by the British when they took over India in the

late eighteenth century.

A New W"y of Thinking:
The Birth of Modern Science

while some Europeans were actively attempting to spread the christian faith to

distant corners of the world, others were nurturing an understanding of the cosmos

at least partially at odds with traditional Christian teaching. These were the makers

of Europe's Scientific Revolution, a vast intellectual and cultural transformation

rhat tool place between the mid-sixteenth and early eighteenth centuries. These

rlen of science would no longer rely on the external authority of the Bible, the

Church, the speculations of ancient philosophers, or the received wisdom of cul-

tural tradition. For them, knowledge would be acquired through rational inquiry

based on evidence, the product of human minds alone. Those who created this

revolution-Copernicus from Poland, Galileo frorn ltaly, Descartes from France,
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Newton from England, and many others-saw themselves as departing radically
from older ways of thinking. "The old rubbish must be thrown awayi' wrote â

seventeenth-century English scientist. "These are the days that must lay a new
Foundation of a more magnificent Philosophy."13

The long-term significance of the Scientific Revolution can hardly be overes-
timated. within early modern Europe, it fundamentally altered ideas about the
place of humankind within rhe cosmos and sharply challenged both the teachings
and the authoriry of the Church. Over the past several cenruries, it has substantially
eroded religious belief and practice in the West, particularly among the well edu-
cated. when applied to rhe affairs of human sociery, scientific ways of thinking
challenged ancient social hierarchies and political systems and played a role in the
revolutionary upheavals of the rnodern era. But science was also used to iegitimize
racial and gender inequalities, giving new support to old ideas about the natural
inferiority ofwomen and enslaved people. 

'when 
married to the technological inno-

vations of the Industrial Revolution, science fostered both the maruels of modern
production and the horrors of modern means of destruction. By the twentieth cen-
tury, science had become so widespread that it largely lost its associarion with Euro-
pean culture and became the chief marker of global moderniry. Like Buddhism,
christianiry, and lslam, modern science became a universal worldview, open to all
who could accept its premises and its techniques.

The Questíon of Orígíns: VI/hy Europe?
why did the breakthrough of the Scientific Revolution occur first in Europe and
during the early modern era? The realm of Isiam, afrer all, had generated the most
advanced science in the world during the cenruries berween 800 and 1400. Arab
scholars could boast ofremarkable achievements in mathematics, astronomy, optics,
and medicine, and their libraries far exceeded those of Europe.ta And what of
China? Its eiite culture of Confucianism was both sophisricated and secular, less

burdened by religious dogma than that of the Christian or Islamic worlds; its tech-
nological accomplishments and economic growth were unmâtched anywhere in
the several centuries after 1000. In neither civilization, however, did these achieve-
ments lead to the kind of intellectual innovation that occurred in Europe.

Europe's historical development as a reinvigorated and fragmented civilization
arguably gave rise to conditions pârticularly favorable to the scientific enterprise. By
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Europeans had evolved a legal sysrem thar
guaranteed a measure of independence for a variety of institutions-the Church,
towns and cities, guilds, professional associations, and universities. This legal revo-
lution was based on the idea of a "corporation," a collective group of people that
was treated as a unit, a legal person, with certain rights to regulate and control its
own members.

Most important for the development of science in the 'west was the autonomy
of its emerging universities. By 1215, the university of paris was recognized as a

Guided Reading
Question

I COMPARISON

Why did the Scientific

Revolution occur in Europe

rather than in China or
the lslamic world?
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r@ "corporation of masters and scholars," which could adnit and expel students,

establish courses of instruction, and grânt a "license to teach" to its faculty. Such

universities-for example, in Paris, Bologna, Oxford, Cambridge, and Salamanca-

became "neuttal zones of intellectual autonomy" in which scholars cor.rld pursue

their studies in relative freedom from the clictates of church or state authorities.

Within them, the study of the natural order began to slowly separate itself û'om

philosophy and theology and to gain a distinct identity. Their curricula featured "a

basically scientifìc core of reaclings and lectures" that drew heavily on the writings

of the Greek thinker Aristotie, which had oniy recently become available to 'West-

ern Europeans. Most of the major fìgures in the Scientifìc Revolution had been

trained in and were afhliated with these universities.

In the Islamic world, by contrast, science was patrouized by a variety of local

authorities, but it occurred largely outside the formal system of higher education.
'llithin 

colleges known as rladrassas, Quranic stlldies and religious law held the

cenrral place, whereas philosophy âncl naturâl science were viewed with great sus-

picion. To religious scholars, the Quran held all wisdom, and scientifìc thinking

might weil challenge it. An ear'lier openness to free inquiry and religious toleration

was increasingly replaced by a disdain for scientific and philosophical inquiry, for

it seemed to lead only to uncertaincy and confusion. "May God protect us from

useless knowledge" was a saying that reflected this outlook. Nor dicl Chinese

authorities perrnit inclependent institutions of higher learning in which scholars

coulcl conduct their studies in relative freedom. Instead, Chinese education focused

on preparing for a rigidly defìned set of civil service examinations ancl emphasized

the humanistic and moral texts of classical Confucianism. "The pursuit of scientific

subjects," one recent historian concluded, "was thereby relegated to the margins of
Chinese society."rs

Beyond its disrinctive institutional development,'Western Europe was in a posi-

cion to draw extensively on the knowledge of other cultures, especially that of the

Islamic world. Arab medical texts, astronomical research, and transiations of Greek

classics played a major role in the birth of European natural philosophy (as science

was rhen called) between 1000 and 1500. Then, in the sixteenth through the eigh-

teenth centuries, Europeans found themselves at the center of a tl.assive new

exchange of information as they became aware of lands, peoples, plants, animals,

societies, and religions from around the world. This tidal wave of new knowledge,

uniquely available to Europeans, shook up olcler ways of thinking and opened the

way to new conceptions of the world. The sixteenth-century Italian doctor, math-

ematician, and writer Girolamo Cardano (1501-1576) clearly expressed this sense

of wonderment: "The most Llnusual [circr.rrnstance of my life] is that I was born in

this century in which the whole world became known; whereas the ancients were

familiar with but a little more than a third part of it." He worriecl, however, that

amid this explosion of knowledge, "certainties will be exchanged for uncertain-

ties."r6 It was precisely those uncertainties-skepticism about established views-
that provicled such a fertile cultr¡ral ground for the emergence of modern science.

Here's another
example of the roles
played by cities in

world history: the
rise of universities
in major European
towns.

Read this para-

graph twice and
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how cross-cultural
interactions create

change.
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The Reformation too contributed to that cr-rltural climate in its challenge to author-
ity' its encouragement of mass literacy, and its aflìrmation of secular professions.

Scíence as Cultural Reuolutíon
Before the Scientific Revolution, educated Europeans helcl a view of the wor.lcl
that derived from Aristotle, perhaps rhe grearest of the ancient Greek philosopher:s,
and from Ptolemy, a Greco-Egyptian mathematician and astro¡omer who lived
in Alexandria cluring the second centuly c.n. To medieval European thinkers, the
earth was stationary ancl at the center of the universe, and arouncl it revolved the
sun' moon, ancl stars embedcled in ten spheres of transparent crystal. This under-
stancling coincided well with the religious outlook of the Catholic Church because
the attention of the entire universe wâs centered on the earth and its human inhab-
itants, arlong whom God's plan for salvation unfolcled. It was a universe of divine
purpose' with angels guiding the hierarchically arrangecl heavenly bodies along
their way while God warched over rhe whole from his realm beyoncl rhe spheres.
The Scientific Revolution was revolutionary because it fundamentally chaiiengecl
this understanding of the universe.

The initial breakthrough in the Scientific Revohition came from the polish
nâthematician and astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus, whose famous book on the
Reuolutiors o;f the Heauettly spheres was published in the year of his death, 1543. Its
essential argumenr was rhar "ar the middle of all things lies the sun,' and that the
earth, like the other planets, revolved arouncl it. Thus the earth was no longer
unique or at the obvious center of God's attention.

Other European scientists built on Copernicr-rs's central insight, ancl some even
argued that other inhabited worlds and other kinds of humans existed. Less specuia-
tively, in the early seventeenth centuryJohannes Kepler, a German marhemariciân,
showed that the planets followed eüipticai orbits, unclermining dre ancient 6elief that
they moved in perfect circles. The Italian Galileo (gal-uh-LAy-oh) developecl an
improved telescope, with which he made nany observations that unclermined estab-
lished urrderstandings of the cosnros. (See Zoonrngln: Galileo ancl tl-re Telescope,
page 668') Some thinkers began to cliscuss the notion of an unlimitecl universe in
which humankincl occupied a mere speck of clust in an unimaginable vastness. The
French mârhemariciân and philosopher Blaise pascal (1623-1662) perhaps spoke for
t'nany when he wrote, "The eternai siience of infinite space frightens nre.',17

The culmination of the Scientific Revolution came in the work of Sir Isaac
Newton (1642-1727), the Englishman who formulated rhe modern laws of morion
ancl mechanics, which remainecl unchallenged until the twentieth centLlly. ,A.t the
core of Newton's thinking was the concept of universal gravitation. ,,All 

bodies
whatsoever," Newton cleclared, "are endowed with a principle of mutual gravita-
tion."r8 Flere was the grand unifying iclea of early modern science. The raclical
implication of this view was thât the heavens and the earth, iong regarded as separate
and clistinct sphel:es, were not so different after all, for the lxotion of a cannonball

tr.ãl?tñr,r
The Scientífic Revo-
lution marked a

major turning point
in the way Western-
ers saw the world
around them. Pay

close attention to
this section.
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The Scientific Revolution

I *., pr.di.rted on the idea

that knowledge of how the

univene worked was acquired

through a conrbination ofcare-

ful observations, controlled

experiments, and the fom-rula-

tion of general laws, exPressecl

in mathen-tatical tenns. New

scientifi c instruments caPable

of making precise ernPirical

observations underPinned some

of the most important break-

Galileo and the TelescoPe:

Reflectin$ on Science and Reli$ion

Galileo on trial.

marred the heavenly bodies.

Moreovel, his ciiscovery of the

moons ofJupiter and manY

rìew stars suggested a coslllos

lal larger charl the finite uni-

verse of traditional astronomy.

In 1610, Galileo published his

remarkable finclings in a book

titled T/re Starry Ms55s,tt r,

where he emphasized time and

again that his precise observa-

tions proviclecl irrefutable

evidence ofa cos¡nos unlike

throughs ofthe period. Perhaps no single invention

produced more dramatic discoveries than the telescope,

the first of which were produced in the early seventeenth

centLrry by Dutch eyeglass makers.

The impact of new instruments depended on hor'v

scientists employed them. In the case of the telescope' it

wâs the brilliant Italian mathematician and astronomer

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) who unlocked its potential

when he used it to observe the night sky. Within months

of creating his own telescope, which in-rproved on earlier

designs, Galileo made a series of discoveries that ptlt into

question well-established understandings of the coslllos'

He observed craters on the moon and sunspots, or blern-

ishes, moving across the face of the sun, which challenged

the traditional notion that no in-rperfection or change

that described by traditional authorities. "With the aid

ofthe telescope," he argued, "this has been scrutinized

so directly and with such ocular certainty that all the

disputes which have vexed the philosophers through so

many ages have been resolved, and we are ât last freed

from wordy debates about it."re

Galileo's empirical evidence transformecl the debate

over the nature of the cosnlos. His dramatic and unex-

pected discoveries were reaclily grasped, ancl with the aid

of a telescope ânyone could confirm their veraciry' His

initial fìndings were heralded by many in the scientific

communiry, including Christoph Clavìus, the Church's

leading âstronomer in Rome. Galileo's fìndings led him

photo: Trirl qlfcdlileo, 1633, oil on cânvas, ttalian/Private Collection/Bridgernan

lmages

or the falling of an apple obeyed the same natural laws that governed the orbiting

planets.

By the time Newron died, a revolutionâry new understanding of the physical

universe had emerged among educated Europeans: the universe was no longer

propeiled by supernatural forces but functioned on its own according to scientifìc

p.irrcipÌ", thar could be described mathematically. Articulating this view, I{epler

wrote, "The machine of the universe is not similar to a divine animated being but

similar ro a clock."20 Furthermore, it was a machine that regulated itself, requiring

neither God nor angels to account for its normai operation' I(nowledge of that

universe could be obtained through human reason alone-by observation, deduc-

tion, and experimentation-without the aid of ancient authorities or clivine reve-

668
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to conclude that Copernicvs (1473-1543), an earlier

astronomer and mathematician, had been correct when
he had advanced the theory that the sun râther than the
earth was at the center of the solar system. But Galileo's
evidence could not definitively prove Copernicus's the-
ory to the satisfaction of critics, leading Galileo to study
other phenomena, such as the tides, that could provide
further evidence that the earth was in motion.

.When 
the Church condemned Copernicus's theory

in 761,6, it rernained silent on Galileo's astronomical
observations, instead warning him to refrain from teach-
ing or promoting Copernicus's ideas. Ultimately, though,
Galileo came into conflict with church âuthorities when
in 1629 he published, with what he thought was the
consent of the Church, the Dialogue Concerning the Two

ChieJ World Sysfens, a work sympathetic to Copernicus's
sun-centric system. ln 7632, Galileo was tried by the
Roman Inquisition, an ecclesiastical court charged with
rnaintaining orthodoxy, and convicted ofteaching doc-
trines against the express orders of the Church. He
recanted his beließ and at the age of sixry-nine was

sentenced to house arrest.

Although Galileo was formally convicted of disobey-
ing the Church's order to remain silent on the issue of
Copernicus's theory, the question rnost fundamentally
at stake in the trial was "-What does it mean, 'to know
something'?"21 This question of the relationship berween
scientific knowledge, primarily concerned with how the

univene works, and other forms of "knowledge,"
derived from divine revelation or mystical experience,
has penisted in the 'West. Over 350 years after the trial,
PopeJohn Paul II spoke of Galileo's conviction in a

public speech in 1992, declaring ir a "sad misundentand-
ing" that belongs to the pasr, but one with ongoing
resonance because "the underlying problems ofthis case

concern both the nature of science and the message of
faith." Addressing the cenrral question of what it means

to know something, the pope declared scienrifìc and reli-
gious knowledge to be comparible: "There exisr rwo
realms of knowledge, one which has its source in Rev-
elation and one which reâson can discover by its own
power. . . . The distinction between the wvo reâlms of
knowledge ought not to be undersrood as opposition. . . .

The methodologies proper to each make it possible to
bring out different aspects ofrealiry."22

Strangely enough, Galileo himself had expressed some-
thing sirnilar centuries earlier. "Nor is God," he wrote,
"any less excellently revealed in Nature's actions than in
the sacred sratements of the Bible."23 Finding the place of
new scientific knowledge in a constellation of older wis-
dom traditions proved a fraught but highly significant
development in the ernergence of the modern world.

Question: What can Galileo's discoveries with his telescope and

his conviction by the lnquisition tell us about the Scientific

Revolution?

lation. The French philosopher René Descartes (day-KAHRT) resolved "ro seek
no other knowledge than that which I might find within myself, or perhaps in the
book of nature."2a

Like the physical universe, the human body also lost some of its mystery. The
careful dissections of cadavers and animals enabled doctors and scientists to describe
the human body with much greater âccuracy and to understand the circulation
of the blood throughout the body. The heart \Mas no longer the mysterious cenrer
of the body's heat and the seat of its passions; instead it was just another machine, a

complex muscle that functioned as a pump.
The movers and shakers of this enormous cultural transformation were almost

entirely male. European women, after all, had been largely excluded from rhe
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universities where much of the new science was

discussed. A few aristocratic women, however, had

the leisure and connections to participate inforrnally
in the scientific networks of their male relatives.

Through her marriage to the Duke of Newcastle,

Margaret Cavendish (1.623-1,673) joined in conver-
sations with a circle of "natural philosophers," wrote
six scientifìc texts, ancl was the only seventeenth-

century English womân to attend a session of the

Royal Society of London, created to foster scientifìc

learning. In Germany, a number of women took part

in astronomical wor-k as âssistants to their husbands

or brothers. Maria'Winkelman, for example, discov-

ered a previously unknown comet, though her hus-

band took credit for it. After his death, she sought to

continue his work in the Berlin Academy of Sciences

but was refused on the grounds that "mouths would
gape" if a woman held such a position.

Much of this scientifìc thinking developed in
the face of strenuous opposition from the Catho-
lic Chi"rrch, for both its teachings and its alrthority

The Telescope were undel artack. The kaiian philosopher Giordano
Johannes Hevelius, an astronomer of German Lutheran background living

in what is now Poland, constructed extraordinarily long telescopes ln the' Bruno, proclaiming an infinite universe and many

mìd-seventeenth century with which he observed sunspols, charted the sur- worlds, was burned at the stake in 1600, and Galileo
face of the moon, and discovered several comets. Such telescopes played was compelled by the Church to publicly renounce
a central role in transforming understandings of the universe during the r :, r ,ri -; -,- --
Scientific Revolution. (o world History Archive/Alamy) hls bellet tnat tne eârtn nìoveo afound an orDlt ancl

rotated on its axis.

But scholars have sometimes exaggerated the conflict of science and religion,

@câstingitinmi1itaryterntSâSanalnostunbrokerrwar.Noneoftheearlyscientists
compare examples rejected christianity. copernicus in fact published his famous book with the sup-

of cooperation and port of several leading Catholic churchmen and dedicated it to the pope. After all,

conflict between several earlier Catholic writers had proposed the idea of the earth in motion. He

scienceand reli- more likely feared the criticism of fellow scientists than that of the church hierar-

gion in Europe to chy. Galileo himself proclaimed the compatibiliry of science and faith, and his lack

examples of these of diplomacy in dealing with church leaders was at least in part responsible for his

in the lslamic world quarrel with the Church.2s Newton was a serious biblical scholar and saw no inher-
in this era. ent conrradicrion berween his ideas and belief in God. "This most bealltiful system

of the sun, planets, and comets," he declared, "could only proceed from the coun-

sel and dominion of an intelligent Being."26 Thus the Church gradtially accom-

modated as well as resisted the new ideas, largely by compartmentaiizing them.

Science might prevail in its limited sphere of describing the physical universe, but
religion was still the arbiter of truth about those ultimate questions conceruing

human salvation, righteous behavior, ancl the larger purposes of life.
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Scíence and Enlíghtenment
Initially limited co a small handful of scholars, the ideas of the Scientifìc Revolu-
tion spread to a wider European public during the eighteenrh cenrury. That process
was aided by novel techniques of printing and bookmaking, by a popular press, by
growing literacy, and by a host of scientific societies. Moreover, the new approach
to knowledge-rooted in human reason, skeptical of authority, expressed in natu-
ral laws-was now applied to hnman affairs, not just ro the physical universe. The
Scottish professor Adam Smith (1723-1790), for example, formulated laws that
accollnted for the operation of the econorny and that, if followed, he believed,
would generâte inevitably favorable results for society. Growing numbers of people
believed that the long-term outcome of scientific development wouid be "enlight-
enment," a term that has conle to define the eighteenth century in European his-
tory. If hurnan reason cor-rld discover the laws that governed the universe, surely it
could uncover ways in which humankind might govern itself more effectively.

"'What is Enlightenment?" asked the prominent German intellectual Immanuel
Kant (1724-1804). "It is man's emergence fìom his selÊimposed. . . i'abiliry to
use one's own understancling without another's guidance. . . . Dare to know! 'Have
the courage to use your own understanding'is therefore the motto of the eniight-
enment."27 Although they often disagreecl sharply with one another, European
Enlightenment thinkers shared this belief in the power of knowledge ro rransform
human society. They also sharecl a satirical, critical style, a commirmenr to open-
mindeclness and inquiry, ancl in various clegrees a hostility to established political
ancl religious authoriry. Many took aim at arbitrary governments, the "divine right
of kings," and rhe arisrocratic privileges of European society. The English phi-
losopher John Locke (1632-1704) offered principles for constructing a constitr-r-
tional government, a contract between rulers and ruled that was created by human
ingenuity râther than divinely prescribecl. Much of Enlightenment thinking was
directed against the sr-rperstition, ignorance, and corruption of established religion.
rn his Treatise ott Tolcration, rhe French writer Voltatre (1694-1778) reflectecl the
outlook of the Scientific Revolutiou as he commentecl sarcastically on religious
intolerance:

tr,!¡Etiliil,I
The AP@ exam might
ask you to explain
how Europe's new
views of science led

to new ideas about
human government
and philosophies.

Guided Reading
Question

ffi ci-tÂliûL
ln what ways did the
Enlightenment challenge

older patterns of European

thinking?

This little globe, nothing rnore than a point, rolls in space like so 
'rany 

orher
globes; we are lost in its i'nmensiry. Man, some fìve feet tall, is surely a very
small part of the universe. One of these imperceptible beings says to some of his
neighbors in Arabia orAfì'ica: "Listen ro n1e, for the God of all these worlcls has

enlightened rne; there are nine hundred million little ants like us on the earth,
but only my anthill is beloved of God; He will hold all others in horror rhrough
all eternity; only rnine wiil be blessed, the others will be eremally wrerchecl."2B

voltaire's own faith, like that of many others among the "enlighte'ecr," was
deism. Deists believed in a rather abstract and relrrote Deiry, sometimes compared to
a clockmaker, who had created the wor'ld, but not in a personal God who intelvenecl
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The Philosophers of the Enlightenment
This painting shows the French philosopher Voltaire with a group of intellectual luminaries at the summer palace of

the Prussian king Frederick ll. Such literary gatherings, sometimes called salons, were places of Iively conversation

among mostly male participants and came to be seen as emblematic oflhe European Enlightenment, (Painting by

Adolph lMenzel [181 5-1905], '1850/@ akg-images/-f he lmage Workt

T@

in history or tâmpered with natural law. OChers became pantheísts, who believed

that God and nâture \/ere identical. Here was a conception of religion shaped by

the outlook of science. Sometimes called "natural religion," it was devoid of mys-

tery, revelâtion, ritual, and spiritual practice, while proclairning a God that could

be "proven" by human rationality, logic, and the techniques of scientific inquiry.

In this view, all else was superstition. Among the most radical of such thinkers were

the several Dutchmen who wrote the Treatise of Three Imposters, which claimed that

Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad were fraudulent impostors who based their teachings

on "the ignorance of Peoples [and] resolved to keep them in it."2')

Prominent among the debates spawned by the Enlightenment was the question

of women's nature, their role in sociery, and the education most appropriate for

them. ,\ithough well-to-do Parisian women hosted in their elegant salons many

garherings of the largely male Enlightenment fìgures, most of those men were

anything bur ârdenr feminists. The maie editors of the famous Encyclopédie, â vast

compendium of Enlightenment rhought, included very few essays by women.

One of the male ar.tthors expressed a common view: "[Women] constitute the

Pay attention to
how the Enlight-

enment led to
new ideas about
womèn's roles in

Western society.
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principal ornament ofthe world. . . . Mry they, through submissive discretion and . . .

artless cleverness, splrr us [men] on to virrue." In his treatise Entile, Jean-Jacqlres
Rousseau described women as fundamentally different fì-om and inferior to men
and urged that "the whole education of women ought to be relative to rlen."

Such views were sharply conresred by any number of other Enlighten'rent
figures-men and women alike. -lhe 

Journal des Dames (LadiesJournal), foundecl
in Paris in 1759, aggressively defended women. "If we have nor been raisecl up in
the sciences as you have," declared Madame Beaulmer, theJournal's first editor, "it
is you [men] who are the guilty ones; for have you nor always abused . . . rhe bodily
strength that nature has given you?"30 The philosopher condorcet looked forward
to the "complete clestruction of those prejudices that have establishecl an inequality
of riglrts between the sexes." And in 1792, the British writer Mary'wollstonecraft
directly confi-ontecl Rousseau's view of women and their education: "what non-
sense! . . . Til women are more rationally educated, the progress of human virtue
and ir-nprovenent in knowledge mllst receive continual checks." Thus was initi-
ated a clebate that echoed rhroughout the centuries that followed.

Though solidly rooted in Europe, Enlightenment thought was inflr.rencecl by
the growing global awareness of its major thinkers. voltaire, for exanple, ideal-
ized China as an etnpire governed by an elite of secular scholars seiected for their
talent, which stoocl in sharp contrast to continental Europe, where aristocratic birth
and military prowess were far more important. The example of Confucianism-
supposedly seclrlar, moral, rational, and tolerant-encouraged Enlightenment think-
ers to imagine a future for Er-rropean civilization without rhe kincl of supernatural
religion that they lound so offensive in the Christian West.

The central theme of the Enlightenment-and what macle it potentially revo-
h,rtionary-was the iclea of progress. Human society was nor fixed by traclition or
divine commancl but could be changed, and improved, by hunran action gurided
by reason. No one expt:essed this soaring confidence in human possibility more
clearly than the French thinker the Marcluis de condorcet (1743*1794), who boldly
declared that "the perfectibility of humanity is indefinite." Belief in progress was a

sharp cleparture from mr-rch of premodern social thinking, and it inspired those who
later made the great revolutions of the modern era in the Americas, France, Russia,
china, and elsewhele. Born of the Scientific Revolurion, rhat wâs rhe fàith of the
Enlightenment. For some, it was virtually a new r:eligion.

The age of the Enlightennent, however, also witnessed a reaction against too
nruclr reliance on human reason. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1779) minimized
the importar-rce of book learning for the eclucation of children and prescribecl
instead an it'nmersion in nature, which taught selÊreliance and generosity rather
than the greed and envy fostered by "civilization." The Romantic lrovenlenr irl ârr
ancl literature appealed to enrotion, intuition, passion, and imagination rather than
cold reason ancl scientific leaming. Religious awakenings-complete with fiery
sermons, public repentance, and intense personal experience of sin and redemp-
tion-shook Protestant Europe and North America in the eighteenth and early

It's important to
note that the Scien-

tific Revolution led

to the Enlighten-
ment ("Age of Rea-

son"), which led to
major political and
social reforms dur-
ing the eighteenth
and nineteenth
centuries.
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nineteenth centuries. The Methodist movement-with its emphasis on Bible study,

confession of sins, fasting, enthusiastic preaching, and resistance to worldly plea-

sures-was a case in point.
Various forms of "enlightened religion" also arose in the earþ modern centu-

ries, reflecting the influence of Enlightenûìent thinking. Quakers, for example,

emphasized tolerance, an absence of hierarchy and ostentation, a benevolent God,

and an "inner light" available to all people. lJnitarians denied the Triniry, original

sin, predestination, and the divinity ofJesus, but honored him as a great teacher and

a moral prophet. Later, in the nineteenth century, proponents of the "social gos-

pel" saw the essence of Christianity not in personal salvation but in ethical behav-

ior. Science and the Enlightenment surely challenged religion, and for some they

eroded religious beliefand practice.Just as surely, though, religion persisted, adapted,

and revived for many others.

Guided Reading

Question

Lookíng Aheail: Science ín the
Nineteenth Century anil Beyonil

The perspectives of the Enlightenment were challenged not only by romauticism

and religious "enthusiasm" but also by the continLled development of European

science itself. This remarkable phenomenon justifìes a brief look ahead at several

scientifìc developments in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries'

Modern science was a cumulative and selÊcritical enterprise, which in the nine-

teenth centlrry and later was applied to new domains of human inquiry in ways that

undermined some of the assumptions of the Enlighcenment. In the realm of biol-
ogy, for example, Charles Darwin (1809-1882) laid out a complex arglrment that

all life was in constant change, that an endless and competitive struggle for surwival

over millions of years constantly generated new species of plants and animals, while

casting others into extinction. Human beings were not excluded from this vast

process, for they too were the work of evolution operating through natural selec-

rion. Darwin's famous books The Origin of Species (1859) and Thc Descent of Man

(1871) were threatening ro many traditional Christian believen, perhaps more so than

Copernicus's ideas about a sun-centered universe had been several centuries earlier.

At the same time, Karl Marx (1813-1883) ârticulated a view of human history

that likewise emphasized change and struggle. Conflicting social classes-slave own-

ers and slaves, nobles and peasants, capitalists and workers-successively drove the

process of historical transformation. Although he was describing the evolution of
human civilization, Marx saw himself as a scientist. He based his theories on exten-

sive historical research; like Newton and Darwin, he sought to formulate general

laws that would explain events in a rational way. Nor did he believe in heavenly

intervention, chance, or the divinely endowed powers of kings. The coming of
socialism, in this view, was not simply a good idea; it was inscribed in the laws of
historical development. (See 

'Working with Evidence, Source 17 .1', page 776')

Like rhe inrellectuals of the Enlightenment, Darwin and Marx believed strongly

in progress, but in their thinking, confl.ict and struggle rather than reâsoll and edu-

r CHANGE

How did nineteenth-centur¡l

developments in the sci-

ences challenge the faith

of the Enlightenment?
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cation were rhe motors of progress. The Enlighrenmenr image of the thoughtful,
rational, and inclependent individual was fading. Individuals-plant, animal, and
human alike-were now viewed as enmeshed in vast systems of biological, eco-
nomic, and social conflict.

The work of the viennese docror Sigmund Freud (1g56-1939) applied sci-
entific techniques to the operation of the human mind and emotions and in doing
so câst further doubt on Enlightenment conceptions of human rationaliry. ,tt the
core of each person, Freud argued, lay prirnal impulses toward sexuality and aggres-
sion, which were only barely held in check by the thin veneer of social conscience
derived from civilization. Our nelrroses arose from the ceaseless struggle between
our irrational drives and the claims of conscience. This too was a far cry from the
Eniightenment conception of the human condition.

And in the rwentieth cenrury, developments in physics, such as relativity and
quantum theory, called into question some of the established veriries of the New-
tonian view of the world, particularly at the subatomic level and at speeds approach_
ing that of light. In this new physics, time is relative to the position of the observer;
space can warp and light can bend; matter and energy are equivalent; black hoies
and dark ûrafter abouncl; and probabiliry, not cerrain prediction, is the best that
scientists can hope for. None of this was even on the horizon of those who made
the original Scientific Revolution in the early modern era.

European Scíence beyonil theWest
In the long run, the achievemenrs of the Scientific Revolution spread globaily,
becoming the most widely sought-after product of European culture and far more
desired than christianity, democracy, socialism, or 

.western 
literature. In the earþ

modern era, however, interest in European scientific thinking within major Asian
societies was both modest and selective. The telescope provides an example. Invented
in early seventeenth-century Europe and endlessly improved in the centuries that
followed, the telescope provoked enormous excitement in European scientific
circles. It made possible any number of astronomical discoveries, including the rug-
ged surface of the moon, the moons ofJupiter, the rings of Saturn, and rhe phases
of venus. "-we are here... on fire with these things," wrote an English astrono-
mer in 1610.31 Soon the telescope was available in china, Mughai India, and the
Ottoman Empire. But in none of these piaces did it evoke much interest or evolve
into the kind of "discovery 'achi'e" rhat it was rapidly becomi'g in Europe.

In china, Qing dynasty emperors and scholars were most interested in Euro-
pean techniques, derived largely from Jesuit missionaries, for predicting eclipses,
reforming the calendar, and making accurate maps of the empire. European medi-
cine, however, wâs of little importance for chinese physicians before the nine-
teenth century. But the reputâtion of theJesuits suffered when it became âppârenr
in the 1760s that for two centuries the rnissionaries had withheld information about
Copernican views of a sun-centered solar system because those ideas hacl been con-
demned by the Church. Nonetheless, European science had a substantial impact o¡

Guided Reading
Question

T CONNECTION

ln what ways was European

science received in the

major civilizations of Asia

in the early modern era?
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Know that JaPan

has a greater tradi-
tion of cultural bor-

rowing than China.

This will become

more evident in the
nineteenth centurY.

a number of Chinese scholars as it seemed conpatible with the clata-based kaozheng

movement, clescribed by one participant as "an ant-like accumulation of facts'"32

European nlathernatics was of particular interest to kaozheng researchers who were

exploring the history of Chinese nlathematics' To convince their skeptical col-

leagues that the barbarian Europeans had something to offer in this fìeld, some

Chinese scholars argued that European mathenâtics hacl in fact grown out of much

ear'lier Chinese icleas and could therefore be aclopted with comfort.33 In such ways,

early modern Chinese thinkers selectively assimilated'Westetn science very much

on their own terms.34

Alrhough Japanese authorities largely closed their countly offfrom the West in

the early seventeenth century (see Chapter 14), one window remained open' Alone

among Er.rropeans, the Dutch were permitted to trade inJapan at a single location

near Nagasaki, but not Lrntil 1720 did the Japanese lift the ban on impor:ting West-

ern books. Then a nurnber of European texts in medicine, âstronomy' geography,

nlarhematics, ancl other disciplines were translatecl and studiecl by a sr-nall group of

Japanese scholars. They were especially impressed with'W'estern anatomical stlldies,

for inJapan dissection was work fìt only for outcasts' Returning from an autopsy

conclucted by Dutch physicians in the mid-eighteenth celltllry, several Japanese

observers reflected on their experience: "We remarkecl to each other how amazing

the ar-rtopsy had been, and how inexcusable it had been for us to be ignorant of the

anatomical structllre of the human body.":s Nonetheless, this small center of "Dutch

learning," as it was called, remained isolated amid a pervasive Confucian-based

culture. Not until the tnid-nineteenth century, whenJapan was iorcibly opened to
'Western penetration, woulcl European-style scieuce assullle a ptoilrinent place in

Japanese culture.
Like China and Japan, the Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth ancl seventeenth

centuries was an inclepenclent, powerful, successfui society whose intellectual elites

saw no need for a whoiesale embrace of things European. Ottoman scholars were

conscious of the rich traclition of Muslim astronomy and chose not to translate the

works of major European scientists such as Copernicus, Kepler, or Newton, althor"rgh

they were broaclly aware of European scientifìc achievements by 1650. lnsofar as

they were interestecl in these developments, it was for their practicâi usefulness in

making naps and calendars rather than for their larger philosophical impiications'

In any event, the notion of a sun-centered solar system did not cause the kind of
Llpset thât it dicl in EuroPe.

More broaclly, theoretical science of any kind-Muslim or European-faced

an r-rphili struggle in the face of a conservative lslamic eclucational syste1l1. In 1580'

for exampie, a highly sophisticated astronomical observatory was disr-nantled under

pressure fi-or1 conservative religious scholars and teachers, who interpreted an out-

break of rhe plague as God's disapproval with those who sought to unclerstand his

secrets. As inJapan, the systematic embrace of'Western science wouid hâve to await

the nineteelth century, when the Ottoman Empire was under fàr nrore intense

European pressllre ancl reform seemed more necessary'

Pay attention to
the similar reactions

of China, JaPan,

and the Ottoman
Empire to the Scien-

tific Revolution.

AP@ EXAM TIP

AP@ EXAM TIP
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Cultural Borrowing and Its l{azards
Ideas are important in human history. They shape the mental or cultural worlds
that peopie everywhere inhabit, and they often influence behavior as well. Many of
the ideas developed or introduced during the early modern era have had enormous
and continuing significance in the cenruries rhat followed. The líestern Hemi-
sphere was solidly incorporated into Christendom. A 'Wahhabi version of Islam
remains the offìciai faith of Saudi Arabia into the twenty-first cenrury and has influ_
enced many contemporary Islamic revival movements, inciuding al-eaeda. Mod-
ern science and the associated notions of progress have become for many peopie
something approaching a new religion.

Accornpanying the development of these ideas has been a great deal of cultural
borrowing. Filipinos, Sibe'ians, and many Narive American peoples borrowed ele-
ments of christianity from Europeans. Numerous Asian and African peoples bor_
rowed Islam frorn the ,\rabs. North Indian Sikhs drew on both Hindu and Muslim
teachings. Europeans borrowed scientific and medical ideas from the Islarnic world
and subsequently contributed their own rich scientific thinking to the enrire planet.

In virtually every case, though, borrowing was selective rather than wholesale,
even when it took place under conditions of foreign domination or colonial rule.
Many peoples who appropriated Christianiry or Islam certainly did not accept the rigid
exclusiviry and ardent monotheism of more orthodox versions of those faiths. Elite
Chinese were far rnore interested in European mapmaking and mâthematics than in"W'estern medicine, while Japanese scholars became fascinated with the anatomical
work of the Dutch. Neither, however, adopted christianity in a widespread manner.

Borrowing was frequently the occasion for serious conflict. Some objected to
much borrowing at ail, particularly when it occurred under conditions of foreign
domination or foreign threat. Thus members of the Taki onqoy movement in
Peru sought to wipe out Spanish influence and contror, while chinese andJapanese
authorities clamped down firmly on European missionaries, even as they main_
tained some interest in European technological and scientific skills. Another kind
of conflict derived from the efforts to control the terms of cultural borrowing. For
example, European missionaries and Muslim reformers alike sought to root out
"idolatry" among native converts.

To ease the tensions of culturai borrowing, efforts to .,domesticate" 
foreign

ideas and practices proliferated. Thus theJesuits in China tried to point out similari-
ties between Christianity and Confucianism, and Native American converts identi-
fied christian saints with their own gods and spirits. By the late sevenreenrh cen_
tury, some local churches in central Mexico had come to associate Cathoiicism less
with the Spanish than with ancient pre-Aztec communities and beließ that were
now, supposedly, restored to their rightful position.

The pace of global cultural borrowing and its associared rensions stepped up
even more as Europe's modern transformâtion unfolded in the nineteenth century
and as its imperial reach extended and deepened around the world.
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Chapter Review

What's the Significance?

Protestant Reformation, 645-50

Catholic Counter-Reformation, 649

Ursula de Jesús, 654-55

Taki Onqoy,655-56

Jesuits in China, 657-58

Wahhabi lslam, 660-61

kaozheng,662

Mirabai, 663-64

Sikhism, 664

Copernicus, 667

Newton, 667

Galileo, 667-69

Vohaire, 67 1

European Enlightenment, 67 1-7 4

Condorcet and the idea of progress, 673

Big Picture Questions

1. Why did Christlanitytake hold in some places more than in others?

2, ln what ways was the missionary message of Christianity shaped by the cultures of Asian and Amer-

ican peoples?

3. ln what ways did the spread of Christianity, lslam, and modern science give rise to culturally based

confl icts?

4. Looking Back: Based on Chapters 1 3 through 1 5, how might you challenge a Eurocentrìc under-

standing of the early modern era while acknowledging the growing role of Europeans on the global

stage?

Next Steps: For Further StudY

NatanaJ.Delong-Bas, Wahhabi lslan:FronRevival andReforntoGlobal lihad(2004).Acareful study

of the origins of Wahhabi lslam and its subsequent development'

patriciaBuckleyEbreyetal., EastAsia:ACultural,social,andPolitical History(2005).Abroadsurveyby

major scholars in the field,

GeoffreyC.Gunn, FirstGlobalization: TheEurasianExchange, 1500-'1800(7003).Exploresthetwo-way

exchange of ldeas between Europe and Asia in the early modern era'

Toby E. Huff, The Rise of Early Modern Sclence (2003). A fascinating and controversìal explanation as to

why modern science arose ìn the West rather than in China or the lslamic world.

úrsula de Jesús, Ihe Souls of Purgatory: The Spiritual Diary of a Seventeenth-Century Afro Peruvian Mystic

(2004). A scholarly lntroduction by Nancy E. van Deusen places Ursula ìn a broader context.

DiarmaidMacCulloch, Christianity: TheFirstThreeThousand/ears(2009),Amasterful explorationof

global Christianìty with extensive coverage of the early modern era'

Deva Sobel, A More Perfect Heaven: How Copernicus Revolutionized the Cosmos (2011) A fascinating

account of a major breakthrough in the Scientifìc Revolutìon'

"Christìanity: A History of 'Dark Continents,' " http://vimeo com/15944175'

lnternet Modern History Sourcebook, "The Scientìfìc Revolution," http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod

/modsbookog.html. A collection of primary-source documents dealìng with the breakthrough to modern

science in Europe.
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Global Christianiry in the
Eurly Modern Era

f) uring the early modern centuries, the world of European christen-
rJ dom,long divided berween irs Roman catholic and Easrern orthodox
branches, underwent two major transformations. Fint, the Reformation sharply
divided -wesrern 

christendom into bitterþ hostile prorestanr and catholic
halves. And while that process was unfolding in Europe, missionaries-
mostly Roman catholic-rode the tide of European expansion to establish
the faith in the Á.mericas and parrs of Africa and Asia. In those places, native
converts sometimes imitated European patterns and at other times adapted
the new religion to their own cultural traditions. Furthermore, smaller but
ancient christian communities persisted in Ethiopia, Armenia, Egypt, south-
ern India, and elsewhere. Thus the christian world of the early modern era
was far more globalized and much more varied than before 1500. That vari-
ery found expression in both art and architecture, as the sources that follow
illustrate.

Some of the differences between protestant and catholic christianiry
become apparent in the interiors of their churches. To Martin Luther, the
founder of Protestant christianity, elaborate church interiors, with their many
sculptures and paintings, represented a spiritual danger, for he feared that the
wealthy few who endowed such images would come to believe that they
were buying their way into Heaven rather than relying on God's grace. ',It
would be better," he wrote, "if we gave less to the churches and altars,...
and more to the needy.":e John calvin, the prominent French-born protes-
tant theologian, wenr even further, declaring that "God forbade . . . the mak-
ing of any images representing him."37

Behind such statements lay different understandings of the church build-
ing. 'while Roman catholics generally saw a church as a temple or "house of
God," sacred because it is where God dwells on earth, protestants viewed
churches more as meetinghouses, gathering places for a congregation. They
were not sacred in themselves as places, but only on account of the worship
that occurred within them.38 Furthermore, to protestants, images of the saints
were an invitation to idolatry. ,tcting on such ideas, protestants in various
places stripped older churches of the offending images, decapitated srarues,
and sometimes ritually burned statues and paintings at the stake. The new

679
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Source 15.1 lnterior of a Dutch Reformed Church

churches they created were often quite different from their Catholic counter-

parts. Source 15.1, a painting by the seventeenth-century Dutch artist Pieter

Saenredam, portrays the interior of a Dutch Reformed (Protestant) church in

the city of Haarlem.

Roman Catholic response to the Reformation took shape in the Catholic

Reformation, or Counter-Reformation (see page 649). That vigorous move-

ment found expression in a sryle of church architecture known as Baroque,

which emerged powerfully in Catholic Europe as well as in the Spanish and

Portuguese colonies of Latin America during the seventeenth and eighteenth
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centuries. The interiors of such churches were ornately adomed with paint-
ings, ceiling frescoes, and statues, depictingJesus on the cross, the virgin and
child, numerous saints, and biblical stories. The exuberant art of these church
interiors appealed to the senses, seeking to provoke an emotional response of
mystery, awe, and grandeur while kindling the faith of the worshippen and
binding them firmly to the catholic church in the face ofprotesranr compe-
tition. Source 15.2 is a photograph of the interior of the pilgrimage church
of Mariazell, located in present-day,\ustria. A church site since the fwelflh
century, the building was enlarged and refurbished in Baroque style in the
seventeenth century.
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source 15.2 catholic Baroque, lnter¡or of pilgrimage church, Mariazell, Austria
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I 'What obvious differences do you notice beflveen these rwo church interi-

ors? what kind of emorional responses would each of them have evoked?

r In what ways do these church interiors reflect differences between

Protestant and Catholic theology? (See Snapshot, page 647 ')

t How might Protestants and Catholics have reacted upon entering each

other's churches?

I Keep in mind that Source 15.1 is a painting. Why do you think the

artist showed the people disproportionately small?

Throughout Latin America, Christianiry was established in the context of
European conquesr and colonial rule (see pages 652-56). As the new faith

took hold across the region, it incorporated much that was ofEuropean origin,

as the construction ofmany large and omate Baroque churches illustrates. But

local communities also sought to blend this European Catholic Christianity

with religious symbols and concepts drawn from their own traditions in a

process that historians call syncretism. In the Andes, for example, Inca reli-

gion featured a supreme creator god (Viracocha); a sun god (Inti), regarded as

rhe creator of the Inca people; a moon goddess (Killa), who was the wife of
Inti and was attended by an order of priestesses; and an earth mother goddess

(Pachamama), associated with mountain peaks and fertility. Those religious

figures found their way into Airdean understanding of Christianity, as Source

15.3 illustrates.

Painted around 1740by an unknown artist, this striking image shows the

virgin Mary placed within the "rich mountain" of Potosí in Bolivia, from

which the Spanish had extracted so much silver (see chapter 74, pege 614).

Thus Christianity was visually expressed in an Andean tradition that viewed

mountains as the embodiment of the gods. A number of smaller figures

within the mountain represent the native miners whose labor had enriched

their colonial rulen. A somewhat larger figure at the bottom of the mountain

is an Inca mler dressed in royal garb receiving tribute from his people. At the

bottom left are the pope and a cardinal, while on the right stand the Habsburg

emperor Charles V and perhaps his wife'

I w'har is Mary's relationship ro rhe heavenly beings standing above her

(God the Father on the right; the dove, symbolizing the Holy Spirit, in

the center; andJesus on the left) as well as to the miners at work in the

mountain? What is the signifìcance of the crown above her head and

her outstretched arms?

I The European figures at the bottom are shown in a posture of prayer or

thanksgiving. What might the artist have been trying to convey? FIow

would you inteqpret the relative size of the European and Andean figures?

t why do you think the artist placed Mary actually inside the mountain

rather than on it, while depicting her dress in a mountain-like form?
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15.3 Cultural Blending in Andean Christianity

I What marks this painting and the one on page 653 as examples of
syncretism?

I Do you read these two images from the Andes as subversive of the
colonial order or as supportive of it? Do you think the artist who
painted Source 15.3 was a European or a Native American Christian?

In china, unlike in Latin America, christian missionaries operated in a
setting wholly outside of European political control, bringing their faith to a
powerful and proud civilization, long dominant in eastern Asia, where con-
fucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism had for many centuries mixed and mingled.
The outcome of those missionary efforts was far more modest and much less
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successfirl than in the Americas. Nonetheless, in China too the tendency

toward syncretism was evident. Jesuit missionaries themselves sought to pre-

sent the Christian message within a Chinese cultural context to the intellec-

tual and political elites who \¡/ere their primary target audience. And Chinese

Christians often transposed the new religion into more familiar cultural con-

cepts. European critics oftheJesuit approach, however, feared that syncretism

rÃ/atered down the Christian message and risked losing its distinctive character.

Source 15,4 provides an exemple of Christianity becoming Chinese.3e In

the earþ seventeenth century, theJesuits published several books in the Chi-

nese language describing the life of Christ and illustrated them with a series of
woodblock prints created by Chinese artiss amliated with theJesuits. Although

they were clearþ modeled on European images, those prints cast Christian
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Source 15.4 Making Christianity Chinese
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figures into an altogether Chinese setting. The print in Source 15.4 ponrays
the familiar biblical story of the Annunciation, when an angel informs Mary
that she will be the mother ofJesus. The house and fumiture shown in the
print suggest the dwelling of a wealthy chinese scholar. The reading table in
front of Mary was a coÍunon item in the homes of the literary elite of the
time. The view from the window shows a seascape, mountains in the dis-
tance, a lone tree, and a "schol¿¡'s ¡sçþ"-all of which were common fea-
tures in chinese landscape painting. The clouds that appear at the angel's feet
and around the shaft of light shining on Mary are identical to rhose associ-
ated with sacred Buddhist and Daoist figures. To Chinese eyes, the angel
nright well appear as a Buddhist bodhisattva, while Mary may resemble a

Ming dynasty noblewornan or perhaps Kuanyin, the Chinese Buddhist god-
dess of mercy and compassion.

t What specifically Chinese elemenrs can you identify in this image?

I To whom might this image have been directed?

t How might educated Chinese have responded to this image?

I The European engraving on which this Chinese print was modeled
included in the background the scene ofJesus' crucifixion.'Why might
the Chinese artist have chosen to omit that scene from his image?

r How would European critics of theJesuits' approach to missionary work
have reacted to this image? To what extent has the basic message of
Catholic Christianiry been retained or altered in this Chinese cultural
setting?

As chinese emperors welcomedJesuit missionaries at court, so too did the
rulers of Mughal India during the time ofAkbar (r. 1556*1605) andJahangir
(r. 1605-1627). But while chinese elire circles received theJesuits for their
scientific skills, especially in astronomy, the Mughal court seemed more inrer-
ested in the religious and artistic achievements ofEuropean civilization. Akbar
invited the Jesuits to take parr in cross-religious discussions that included
Muslim, Hindu, Jain, and Zoroastrian scholars. Furthermore, the Mughal
emperors eagerly embraced the art of late Renaissance Europe, which the

Jesuits provided to them, much of it devotional and distinctþ christian.
Mughal artists quickly learned to paint in the European sryle, and soon murals
featuringJesus, Mary, and Christian saints appeared on the walls of palaces,
garden pavilions, and harems of the Mughal court, while miniature paintings
adorned books, albums, and jewelry.

In religious terms, however, theJesuit efforts were "a fantastic and extrava-
gânt failure,"ao for these Muslim rulers of India were not in the least interested
in abandoning Islam for the Christian faith, and few conversions of any kind
occurred. Akbar and Jahangir, however, were cosmopolitan connoisseurs of
art, which they collected, reproduced, and displayed. European religious art
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also had propaganda value in enhancing their status. Jesus and Mary, after all,

had a prominent place within Islam. Jesus was seen both as an earlier prophet

and as a mystical figure, similar to the Sufi masters who were so important

in Indian Islam. Mughal paintings, pairing the adultJesus and Mary side by

side, were placed above the imperial throne as well âs on the emperor's jew-

elry and his ofiìcial seal, suggesting an identification ofJesus and a semi-divine

emperor. That the mothers of both Akbar and Jahangir were named Mary

only added to the appeal. Thus Akbar and Jahangir sought to incorporate

European-sryle Christian art into their efforts to create a blended and tolerant

religious culture for the elites of their vast and diverse realm. It was a culture

that drew on Islam, Hinduism, Zoroastrianism, and Christianity.

But as Catholic devotional art was reworked by Mughal artists, it was also

subtly changed. Source 15.5 shows an earþ seventeenth-century depiction of
the Holy Family painted by an Indian artist.
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Source 15.5 Christian Art at the Mughal Court
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r Why do you think that this Mughal painter portrayed Mary andJoseph
as rather distinguished and educated persons rarher than as the humble
calpenter and his peasant wife, as in so many European images?'Why
might he have placed the family in rarher palatial surroundings instead
of a stable?

I How do you imagine European missionaries responded to this represen-
tation of the Holy Family?

I How might more orthodox Muslims have reacted to the larger project
of creating a blended religion making use of elements from many
traditions?

I What similarities can you identify between this Indian image and the
Chinese print in Source 1,5.4? Pay attention to the setting, the clothing,
the class status of the human figures, and the scenes outside the windows.

Global Christianity in the Earþ Modern Era

1. Making comparisons: What conunon Christian elements can you
identify in these visual sources?'What differences in the expression of
Christianiry can you define?

2. Considering Mary: The Catholic Christian tradition as it developed
in Latin America, China, and India as well as Europe assigned a very
important role to representations of the Virgin Mary. Why might such
images of Mary have been so widely appealing? But in whar ways does

the image of the Holy Mother differ in Sources 15.3, 15.4, and 15.5?

In what ways were those images adapted to the distinctive cultures in
which they were created?

3. Pondering syncretism: From a missionary viewpoint, develop argu-
ments for and against religious syncretism using these visual sources as

points ofreference.

4. Considering visual sources as evidence: What are the strengths and
limitations of these visual sources, as opposed to texts, as historians seek

to understand the globalization of Christianiry in the earþ modem era?

What other visual sources might be useful?
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Multiple-Choice Questions

Refer to the painting on page 565 and its capt¡on to answer the followíng questions.

1. What was the most likely purpose of this painting?

a. To show the superiority of men over women in colonial Latin America

b. To warn against the mixing of ethnic groups in colonial Latin America

c. To show cultural blending that occurred throughout colonial Latin America

d. To train religious officials in classifying people into social classes

2. What level of society do the people in the painting seem to represent?

a. They are members of the lower class since they represent an interracial marriage.

b. They are members of the upper class, perhaps a Spanish man married to a

descendant of native royalty.

c. They are members of the working class, indicated by the many shoes in the

background.

d. They are members of the peninsulares class, born in Europe and living in the

Americas.

3. Which of these is the best definition of the term castas?

a. The religious beliefs of people in Latin America

b. The laws set up in the Americas by Spain and Portugal

c. The system of acquiring slaves in Latin America

d. The socioeconomic hierarchy in Latin America

Short-Answer Question

4. Answer parts A, B, and C.

A. Briefly explain why ONE of the following developments best represents the

beginning of global trade.

r European transatlantic voyages in the late fifteenth century

. Spanish transpacific voyages in the early sixteenth century

. The chartering of joint stock corporations such as the Dutch East lndia Company in

the early seventeenth century

B. Provide at least ONE example of a specific historical event or development to support

your explanation in part A.

C. Briefly explain why ONE of the other options is not as persuasive as the one you

chose in part A.
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Document-Based Question

Diredions: Question 5 refers to the following documents. You will likely need to flip back and forth
between these documents to answer the guestion adequately. lJse scrap pieces of paper or sticky
notes to tab these documents. When answering the question, refer to the "Advice for Responding
to a DBQ" on the inside of the back coven

5. Using the following documents from this textbook and your knowledge of world his-

tory, discuss ways in which political leaders in the era c. 1450-c. 1750 used spectacle
(i.e., ceremony, art, proclamations, lifestyle) to maintain their positions of power.

DOCUMENT PAGE DOCUMENT NAME

552 lllustration from the Padshahnama

2 591-92 Jahangiç"Memoirs"

3 593-95 Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq, "The Turkish

Letters"

4 596 Louis XIV "Memoirs"

5 597-98 Pedro de Cieza de León, "Chronicles of
the lncas"

6 61 9 Fur and the Russians

Long-Essay Question

When answering the following question, refer to the "Advice for Responding to an LEQ" on the
inside of the back coven

6. ln ONE of the following regions, analyze causes for the development of syncretic

beliefs and practices between 1450 and 1750.

. Caribbean and Latin America

r South Asia

¡ Southeast Asia
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